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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Introduct ion to the Problem 
A certain amount of risk is involved on the part of 
students who enroll in advanced or specialized training courses . 
The educational institution is a lso involved in this risk, and 
society has a strong interest in it . The student who drops out, 
or withdraws from _, a school of nursing, is usually unhappy about 
it_, her soc i al usefulness is impaired , and time has been wasted 
that might have been more generative in another occupation. 
From the standpoint of the school , costly facilities have been 
wasted that might have been at the disposal of a student who 
would have completed the educational program. In the face of 
a nation-wide shortage of nurses it has become a social obli -
gation of the nursing profession to use educational facilities 
as productively as possible. 
Thirty- two percent of the students who enter schools of 
1 
nursing do not complete the educational program. Abo ut half of 
the 'V-Ii thdra'Vmls occur during the first semester and approxim-
ately one-quarter occur dur ing the second semester . 2 
1The American Nurses r Association, 11Facts about Nursing 11 
pamphlet , Ne\'1 York , The American Journal of Nursing Company, ' 
1955 , p . 82 . 
2A semester is equal to approximately six months in the 
educational program. 
1 
Altogether, the first year in school a ccounts for about three-
qua r ters of the withdrawals.3 Nur sing educators have long recog -
nized that improved student selection is one way to reduce the 
waste of human resources repre sented by wi thdr awing students. 
Nurs ing school admission committees usually consider 
appl icants on the basis of availab l e evidence wh ich may include 
high school grades, letters of recommendation, interviews, phy-
sical examination, and scores on pr e-entrance test batteries . 
Al though high school grades are usually considered the best 
single predictors of future scholastic achievement, scor es on 
pre -entrance test batteries have shown a marked relationship t o 
the ability of students to do satisfactory work in a school of 
nursing . Re search shows that the higher the composite score on 
the pre-entrance test, the greate r likelihood of the student to 
graduate and to pass licensure examinations. 
Among the many investigations that support this finding 
is that of Shaycroft who studied League Pre - Nursing and Guidance 
(PNG) Test Battery scores of 4,416 students a cce pted by schools 
of nursing in re l at ionship to their lice nsur e examination scores 
4 
four or five years later. Table 1 indicates that in the 94-100 
percentile, seventy-four percent of t he students became l i censed 
nurse s and twenty-six percent failed to become licensed nurses. 
As the percentile Df test scores dropped, the pe r centage of 
3Ella A. Taylor , "~Ti thdrawal of Students, u pamphlet, New 
York, Nati onal League of Nursing Education, 1951, p. 46. 
4M. A. Shaycr oft, "A Valida tion Study of the Pre-Nursing 
and Guidance Tes t Battery," The American Journal of Nursing , Vol. 
51, 1951 , pp. 201-205 . 
2 
Table 1 
REL.l\.TIONSHIP OF PERCENTILE ON COMPOSITE PRE-NURSING AND GUIDANCE 
TEST SCORES TO PERCENT OF 4,416 APPLICANTS ADMITTED TO SCHOOLS 
OF NURSING vJHO BECAME (OR FAILED TO BECOME) LICENSED NURSES 
Percentile 
94 - 100 
70 - 93 
31 - 69 
7 - 30 
0 - 6 
Percent of Students 
Who Failed to Become 
Licensed Nurses 
26% 
30% 
40% 
52% 
77% 
Pe r cent of Students 
l-Jho Be came 
Licensed Nurses 
74% 
70% r I 
oO% 
48% 
23?b 
successful students dropped. In the 0-6 percentile, twenty-three 
percent of the students became licensed nurses and seventy-seven 
percent failed to become licensed . 
The marked relationship between pre -nursing test scores 
and licensure has been helpful in the selection of applicants 
to schools of nursing, but nursing educators have continued to 
be concerned with the difference between ability and performance 
that is also indicated by these scores . Twenty-six percent of 
the most able students failed, whereas twenty-three percent of 
the least able students succeeded. At all levels there were 
those who succeeded and those who failed. It is apparent that 
other than intellectual factors are important in the student who 
wi ll complete the educational program. 
Nurse testing agencies make it clear that their pre-
entrance batteries are primarily measures of intellectual or 
scholastic ability. Shaycroft recognized the chiefly intellec-
tual role of the PNG scores and frequently mentioned the lim-
3 
itations of this relative ly exclus ive measurement . Among other 
references to non- intellectual factors in school s uccess~ she 
explained that: 
Although these scores are valuable indices of probable 
success or failure, many other factors besides scholasti c 
ab ility may play significant ro les in determining whether a 
student will succeed. In fact the combined effect of fac-
tors other than those measured by the PNG Battery is perhaps 
about as i mportant as the test scores ••. For example , 
perseverance and strong motivation may do much to offset 
relatively poor scores . Conversely, even an applicant who 
obtains rather good scores may be a poor risk for admission 
if other factors are unfavorable • • • for instance if she 
is not motivated to succeed •••• 5 
It seems that students who would complete the educational pro -
gram wou ld be better identified if~ in addition to intellectual 
measures , we could also measure some of the non-intellectual 
factors that are related to achievement in a schoo l of nursing. 
Motivation 
The course of educational psychology in the last twenty-
five years has increasingly pointed to motivation as the most 
important variable that has not yet entered statistical pre -
dictions. Some psychologists , Fryer, for example, speak of in-
tellectual ability, interest , feelings, habi ts and motivation 
as distinct kinds of psychological a ctivity. 6 Others, including 
Guthrie, regard motivation as a combination of intellectual and 
non-intellectual factors that initiate and sustain behavior.7 
5Ibid. , p. 202. 
6Douglas Fryer, The f'.1easurement of Interests , New York , 
Henry Holt and Company, Inc., 1931 , p . lb. 
7Ed'win R. Guthrie, The Psychology of Human Conflic t , 
New York , Harper a nd Brothers, 1938, p. 286 . 
4 
~~o odworth says that uactivities that have got s tarte d but are 
no t yet finished" are summe d up in the term motivation . 8 Pro -
ceeding from Woodworth 's definition and delineation, Muse has 
described three aspe cts of motiva tion in learning: (1) the set, 
(2) the incentive , and (3 ) the reinfor cement.9 She describes 
uset'1 as a preparatory adjustment of the organism, a state of 
tension, or an inner drive; 11 incentive u as a goa l objec t fo r 
which the learner str ives; and "reinf or cement 11 a s interaction 
between incentives and related drive s. The 11 setu is therefore 
an int erna l condit i on t hat can be supplied only by the lear ner. 
Incentives may be conside r ed extrinsic to the individual in that 
they ar i se pri mari ly from the environment, and intrinsic in that 
the effect of an incentive is initiated by pre - existing tensions 
or rea ction-tendencies within the individual. For example , some 
populations are not moved by the pre sence of hea d lice that 
would keep the average Ameri can family in an uproar of a ctivity 
until they were exterminated. The school and the te a che r 
attempt t o apply learning incentives, but whether or not these 
efforts operate a s incentives and re inforcement takes pl a ce 
depends upon the interna l u set'l of the individua l. 
Although organic conditions like hunger and thirst 
illustrate some of the a spe cts of motivation that are unlearned, 
the well-spr ings of motivation are generally thought to be in 
and 
The 
8 RobertS . Woodworth , , Psychology, New York, Henry Holt 
Company, Inc., 1940, p . 307 . 
9Maud B. Muse, Guiding Learning Experience , New York, 
Ma cmillan Company, 1950, p. 193 . 
5 
childhood associative learning. The completely dependent child 
learns quickly that some a ctions produce satisfaction and make 
him feel safe, while others are followed by dissatisfaction and 
a threat to his safety. He is consequently conditioned to 
respond to inte rna l tension, as well as to stimuli in family 
relationships, with certain feelings and patterns of a ction that 
are attempts to bring him approval or attention and make him 
feel secure. He is thus constantly developing defense mechan-
isms that influence later behavior. In a home where a child is 
loved and approved as a person, even though some of his a.ctions 
be disapproved, his need for defense is less, and he develops 
fewer and less complicated systems of defense. The source of 
the intensity of individual aspiration and the effort that will 
be made to achieve these aspirations aB at least partly deter -
mined by the defense mechanisms of childhood and the integration 
of these activity patterns into the total personality . 10 
Measurement of Motivation 
Attempts to measure motivational factors in academic 
a chievement are revie1..red in Chapter II. Gilmore 1s Sentence Com-
pletion Test appeared to measure motivation to achieve scholas-
tically (in the sample of five hundred eighty-four Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology freshmen male students) better than a ny 
11 
method reviewed in the literature. Would this test measure 
10Thomas G. Andrews, Methods of Psychology, New York, 
John Wiley and Sons , 1948, pp . 302-308. 
11 
An unpublished study . 
6 
motivation to achieve in schools of nursing in a female popu-
lation of hospital nursing school students? 
Purpose 
The purpose of this study is to explore Gilmore Sentence 
Completion Test responses of the students of nursing in the 
sample for a relationship to satisfactory academic and practical 
performance in school and hospital during the first semester. 
In the course of fu lfilling the purpose of this study, it will 
be necessary to: 
1 . Explore Gilmore Sentence Completion Test responses 
for answer categories, we i gh categories, and develop 
a scoring key; 
2 . Determine the relationship between Gilmore Sentence 
Completion Test responses , as categorized and 
weighted in this study, to first semester averages 
of participating students; 
3. Suggest further research (o r not) with this instru-
ment according to the va l idity of the tool established 
in this preliminary study. 
Scope and Limitations 
This is a pre liminary investigation unde rtaken as a 
beginning step in the measurement of motivation to satisfactory 
nursing school performance. The extent to which this study 
helps to identify students in the sample who will a chieve during 
the first semester may indicate whether or not it will be 
7 
desirable to pursue the measurement of motivation to achievement 
in nursing school v.ri th this instrument . 
Although the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test was con-
structed for the purpose of revealing particularly the non-
intellectual aspects of motivation to scholarship, some intel-
lectual qualities are undoubtedly included in the measurement. 
The extent to v.rhich intellectual factors are present in responses 
to items in the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test is not deter-
mined . 
The participating schools incorporated in their selection 
processes the best methods that were readily available: high 
school records and grades, references , interview, physical 
examination, and test batteries (from more than one nurse -test -
ing agency) that princ ipally measured general scholastic ability 
and past achievement in some areas . 
Some of the participating schools , because of their 
prestige, attracted more applicants than others and had a wide 
choice of students. Other schools had a relatively small number 
of applicants and it is probable that some applicants to these 
schools were accepted as calculated risks. It is therefore 
possible, but unlikely, that all participating students in a ll 
schools were intellectual ly capable of becoming licensed nurses. 
This preliminary study does not attempt to evaluate or compare 
selection procedures , nor is there an intention to compare t he 
predictive value of the various intellectual measurements of 
s tudents ·Nith the measurement of motivation. 
8 
The motivation measured is that which was revealed by 
actual performance of participating students during the first 
semester in relationship to their responses to items in the 
Gilmore Sentence Completion Tes t . The test was administered to 
three hundred two freshmen students in seven Nev1 Engla nd hos -
pital schools between December 13, 1954 and January 21, 1955 . 
All freshmen students were tested who vrere enrolled in the 
schools on the school test date, but a f ew students had with -
drawn from schools before the schoo l test date . On the testing 
day, some students had been in school tvvelve VJeeks and others 
had been in school up to nineteen weeks . The length of the 
first semester varied from twenty- five to twenty-eight weeks and 
the semester terminated in March, 1955 . 
The test was administered by faculty members in the 
seven participating schools, and although mos t of the students 
were requested to write responses within thirty minutes , an 
undetermined number was permitted extra time to finish . The 
time allowed for testing was therefore a variable. 
A scoring key was developed from the responses of one 
hundred fifty - one validating group students to items in the 
Gilmore Sentence Completion Test in relationship to performance 
during the first semester as indicated by first semester aver-
age s. The purpose of the scoring key was to provide objective 
scoring for the one hundred fifty-one students in the cross -
validating group in order to establish an empirical validity f or 
the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test in this sample . In an 
9 
effort to appraise the· margin of error in the scoring key~ it 
was also used to score validating group tests. Interscorer 
reliability was not established . 
The predictive value of the Gilmore Sentence Completion 
Test for this group of s tudents is limited to the first semester, 
or pre - clinical period . It is recognized that students with 
relatively low test scores may fail or withdraw after the pre-
clinical period , and that students with comparatively high test 
scores may have had difficulty getting started academically and 
do better work later . The reverse is also a possibility . The 
present investigation has not attempted to establish validity · 
of the test beyond the first semester ~ even though performance 
at the end of eighteen months in the educat i onal program has 
been cited in a few individual cases . 
The participating schools were selected as a cross -
section of hospital schools in order to try the instrument under 
practical conditions . 
10 
CHAPTER II 
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY 
There has been evidence of a marked relationship between 
intellectual potential of an individual and grades in nurs i ng 
school . In an analysis of twenty- two studies made betwe en 1929 
and 1949, scholastic aptitude test scores correlated with 
nursing school performance records for the first six months ' 
1 
educational period to a median correlation of .s4. When schol -
astic aptitude test scores were compared to the quality of the 
students' work during the second semester and beyond the first 
year , however, the median coefficients of correlation dropped 
to .44 and .40 respectively. 
f·1any studies of the predictive value of achievement 
tests , notab ly the works of Douglass, Merri ll, McCou llough , 
Feder , E . H. Garrison, K. C. Garrison, Sartain , and Wi lliamson, 
have indicated that during the first two years in a school of 
nursing , science achievement test scores may have a corre lation 
up to . 63, mathematics up to . 48., and reading comprehension up 
2 
to . 48. 
At leas t two agenc ies (The Psychological Corpo ration 
1Dewey B. Stuit (Chairman), Gwendolen S. Dickson , 
Thomas F . J ordan, and Lester Scholoerb, Predicting Success in 
Professiona l Schools, Washington , D. C., The American Council on 
Education, 1949 , pp. 166 -170. 
2 . . Ibld . , pp. 171-185. 
11 
and t he National League for Nursing) have combined tests of 
scholastic aptitude and tests of achievement into batteries 
with predictive value that exceeds that of the scholastic apti-
tude test alone. Between Pre-Nursing and Guidance Test Battery 
scores and composite licensure examination scores for graduates 
who took licensing examinations, Shaycroft found a co rrelation 
of . 10 . But the correlation was . 30 between all entering stu -
dents and whether or not they became licensed nurses . 3 
Some Studies Re lated to Measurement of the Non-Intellectual 
Aspects of Motivation to Scholarship 
Although students of educational measureme nt are still 
concerned with tests of intellectual qualities, there has long 
been increased sensitivity to internal and external conditions 
that tend to promote or depress the expression of intellect in 
academic achievement. Some workers have tried to identify non-
intellectual variables in motivation to scholarship , and their 
contributions have been of fundamental value and great interest. 
This study, howe ver , is primar ily concerned with the group of 
vwrkers that have at tempted measurement of motivation to aca -
-
demic achievement by adapting existing tools or devising new 
ones . 
An early example of attempts to investigate motivation 
4 is found in a study by May , reported in 1923 . Included among 
3
op. cit . , p . 204 . 
4~11 . A. May, "Predicting Academi c Success 11 Journal of 
Educationa l Psychology, Vol . 12, 1923, pp . 429 - 440. 
12 
the factors upon which intellectual achievement depended , he 
listed industry , interest in work , strength of incentive . to 
learn, and motives for being in college . In 1929 Freeman exam-
ined, along with I ~ Q . scores, variables such as interest in 
work , motivation and habits of study, and maintained that there 
were 11 other factors contributing to success or failure , diffi -
cult, if not impossible of measurement for the purposes of 
quantitative analysis . 115 
Between the late 1920's and the earl y l940 1s a great 
many students of academic prediction looked into non - intellec -
tual aspects of motivation , and some attempted to measure these 
qualities . r;Iany experiments included an attitudes or interest 
measure in an effort to improve a several - sided prediction 
procedure. Iviost of the survey summaries of problems of student 
selection referred to a need for better measures in this area. 
In his review of literature on academic prognosis , fr om 1930 
to 1937, Harris concluded that motivation was second in impor -
6 
tance only to scholas tic aptitude. 
Among the many studies that emphasized the importance 
of forms of educational motivation like definiteness of college 
planning , s e riousness of purpose in entering college , and 
absorption in the college program, Crawford 1 s studies showed a 
5Frank S . Freeman, uElusive Factors Tending to Reduce 
Corre lations between Intelligence Test Ranks and College Grades, 1 
Schoo l and Society, Vol . 29 , 1929 , pp . 784 - 786 . 
6
naniel Harris, '1Factors Affecting College Grades : A 
Review of the Literature,u Psychological Bulletin, Vol. 37 , 
1940, p . 151. 
13 
direct r e lationship , when I . Q. was pa rtialed out, be t wee n degree 
of scholastic achievement and seriousness of purpose in going 
7 
to college . He attempted to assess these non- inte llectua l 
facto r s by comparing groups of low aptitude - high achievement 
and high aptitude - low achievement students . His conclusion 
indicate d that high aptitude -low achievement students freque ntly 
e xhibited lack of inte r est , vvere often doubtful of the wisdom 
of coming to college, entered courses without purpose or desire 
to study, used poor study habits , did not plan time we ll , and 
ha d difficulty adjusting to self - responsibi l ity . In anothe r 
approach, he found that students on scholarship earned higher 
grades than students of an otherwi se equated group. He sug-
gested that the superiority of the scholarship students de r ived 
from an increased drive to maintain scholarship standard. 8 
l\1a ny l ate r studie s indicated the need for a serious 
purpose in going to col l ege , while others , notably those of 
Miner, Mallory and Berdie , suggested that the same frame of mind 
must continue after the student is in college . 9 
Although interest has been included in the p r eceding 
7 Albert B. Crawford , " I ncentives to Study, 11 pamphl et , 
New Haven , Conn ., Ya l e University Press, 1929 , No . 69 . 
8Albert B. Cr av.Jford , 11Effect of Scholarships : A Study 
in rllotivation , u Journal of Personnel Research , Vol . 4 , 1925-
1926 , pp. 391 - 40' . . . 
9James B. Miner , 11 The Prediction of a Dispar ity between 
Scholarsh i p and Intelligence , " Journal of Applied Ps ycho l o§Y , 
Vol . 9, 1925, pp . 356 - 363 ; E • . B. Mallory and H. Olzendam, Stu-
dent Est imates of College Courses Considered in Re l ation to In-
terest, Amount of Work Performed;, and Grades Received , 11 School 
and Society , Vol. 50, 1939 , pp . 50 -32 ; Ralph F . Be r die , 11 'I·he Pre -
diction of College Achievement and Satisfaction, u Journal of 
Appl i ed Psychology , Vol . 28 , 1944, pp . 239 - 245. 
14 
categories , experimental attempts to evaluate the role of inter -
es t in scholarship began with Bridges and Dollinger in 1920 when 
they found a correlation of . 25 between college grades and 
. 10 
stated inte r est 1n courses . In an e va luat ion of the Bridges 
and Do llinger study, Thorndike correlated ranks of col le ge grades 
and interests at . 46 and felt that this re lationship was lower 
11 
than the true relationshi p be cause of chance errors in grades . 
Some of the ot her early studies of the predictive value 
of inte rest did not ref lect Thorndikers enthusiasm, however . 
Fryer , MalloFJ and Olzendam, and Langlie found correlations 
12 betw·een grades and inte rests to be .19 to • 40 . 
Later efforts to gauge the value of interest often used 
measures of interest as research tools . vJhen used alone , the 
Strong Vocat ional Interest Bl ank and the Kuder Pr eference Rec ord 
have had low correlations with grades . Among the many studies 
that produced indifferent results in this area was Hilgard rs 
. 13 
attempt to predict graduat ion from a school of nurs1ng . 
10J. W. Bridges and V. M. Dollinge r , " The Correlation 
between Interests and Abilities in College Courses," Psycho -
logical Review , Vol . 27, 1920 , pp . 308 - 314 . 
11 Edward L. Thorndike, "The Correlation between Inter-
ests and Abi lities in College Courses, 11 Psychological Review, 
Vol . 28, 1921, pp . 374 - 376 . . 
12 
Douglas Fryer , uinte rest and Ability in Educationa l 
Guida nce ,'' Journal of Educational Re sear·ch , Vol. 26 , 1927 , pp . 
27-29; Mal l ory a nd Olzendam, "Student Estimates of Co l lege 
Course s ••• , " op . cit ., pp . 12~15; Theos A. Langlie, "Inte rests 
and Scholastic Proficiency , 11 The Personnel Journal, Vol. 9, 
1930 , pp . 246 -250 . 
l3Josephine R. Hilgard , "s trong Vocationa l Interest 
Test and Completion of Training i n a School of Nurs ing,'' Ps ycho -
logical Bulletin , Vol. 36 , 1939, p . 646. 
15 
Hea l y and Borg compared a group of one hundred forty 
nursing school students who successfully completed the first 
year with forty - seven students who withdrew during the first 
14-year . Scores on the Guildford-Martin Battery of personality 
te sts and Kuder Pref erence Re cord indicated that the greater 
percent of withdra·wing students made extremely low scores in 
nervousness, depression, cyc loid tendencies (emot ional f l uctu -
ation ), and objectivity. In these areas graduate nurses scored 
highest, which appeared to indicate the importance of these 
traits to success in nursing . In conclusion, Healy and Borg 
repor ted: 
Measure s of vocational interest , although capable of 
showing marked differences behveen nurses and norm groups , 
appear l ess likely to be useful in predicting success of 
n ursing school s t udents in the nursing profession. Diffe r -
ences between mean scor es of the dropout and successful 
groups in interest areas considered most related to nursing , 
was very small.l5 
It is recognized , however , that these measures of inter -
est do indicate something important to scholarship, and seve ra l 
studies ha ve shown that they may improve the prediction obtain-
able fro m intelligence measures alone . In 1934-, Segel 's study , 
using the Strong Vocat i onal Interest Blank, re vealed that 
a lthough the correlation of grades and Strong Engineer inte r ests 
was low , the co r relation of mathematics - ma r ks - minus - history was 
. 61 and an apparent ly significant negative corre l ation of -.47 
1 Irene Healy and Wal te r R. Borg , " Personality and 
Vocational Interests of Successful and Unsuccessfu l Nursing 
School Freshmen," Educationa l and Psychologica l Measurement , 
Vol . 12, 1952, pp . 767 - 775. 
15Ibid. , p . 775 . 
appeared between engineering interest scores and grades in 
h . t 16 lS ory. 
Greater success in predicting grades has been obtained 
·1rvith spe cially constructed keys . A "s tudiousness" key for the 
Strong Blank was based on items that seemed to distinguish good 
and poor achievers . In one of the studies that used this scale ~ 
Mo sier corre l ated studiousness scores and grades at . 47 for 
liberal arts students, . 24 f or engineering students , and at . 03 
for business administration major s. 17 
A similar technique was app l ied to the Kuder test. By 
using a series of inter-correlations between a social science 
intere s t index , an aptitude test~ and a comprehensive examin-
ation ~ Detchen e stablished a final correlation of .51 between 
achievement in social sciences and the aptitude tes t plus inter -
ests as measured by the Kuder Preference Record. The corre -
lation of a chievement with the aptitude test a long was . 33, 
suggesting that interests measure d factors in social science 
ach ievement not measured by the aptitude test . 18 Dunlap 
selected interest items that correlated with achievement by 
subject and devised keys f or predicting junior high school 
1 David Segel, "Differential Prediction of Scholastic 
Success," School and .Society , Vol. 39 , 1934, pp . 91-96 . 
17
c.I.I,'ios ier , "Factors Influencing the Validity of a 
Scholastic I~terest Scale~" Jour nal of Educational Psychology , 
Vol. 28, 1937, pp . 188 -190 . 
18Lily Detchen, 11 The Effect of a Measure of Interest 
Factors on the Predic t ion of Performance in a College Social 
Sciences Comprehensive Examination," The Journal of Educational 
Psychology , Vol . 37, 1946 ~ pp . 45- 52 . 
17 
grades in severa l subjects that correlated with achievement from 
19 
. 50 to . 70 . 
Identification and measurement of character factors that 
contributed to school success occupied the attention of many 
studies . The ·Norks of Pressey , Sangren , Hughes , Flemming , 
Turney , Steers , and Herriott were some of the efforts made to 
show t he connection between grades and ratings of students on 
traits like acc uracy, conscientiousness, ambition , industrious -
20 
ness and perseverance . The rating scales often developed in 
these studies have been used chiefly for guidance purposes , 
although in some instances they have appeared to have some pre -
dictive va l ue . 
Hartson constr ucted a rating sca l e that included items 
on attitude toward school work, habits of study , re liability , 
and emotional stability. Ratings by teachers , principals and 
friends correlated with grades of students from .18 to . 47 . 21 
The rating s cale devised by Bennett and Gordon was made up of 
items sele cted from the Bernreuter Personality Inventory and the 
Minnesota Personal ity Scale for a study of the re l at i onship 
between personality test scores and success in nursing school. 
They found corre l at ions up to .24 between the students ' scale 
19 
J a ck W. Dunlap, qDunlap Academic Preference Blank, 
Manua l of Directions , " pamphlet , Yonkers , N. Y., World Book Co. , 
19~-0 . 20GoodvTin B. vlatson, "Character Tests and Their Appli -
cations through 1930," Rev i ew .of Educational Research , Vol. 2 
' 6 ' 1932' p . 24 • 
21Louis D. Hartson , "Further Validation of t he Rating 
Scales Used with Candidates for Admission to Oberlin College, 11 
Schoo l and Society , Vol . 46, 1937, pp . 155-160. 
18 
22 
scores a nd the means of nursing supervisor ratings . A study 
by Spaney indicated that rat ings on desirable nurse t ra its bore 
a slight relationship to student nurse sur vival to the end of 
h l . . l . d 23 t e pre -c lnlca perlo • 
The relationship of one specific personality trait to 
a cademic a chievement has been emphasize d in some approaches . 
Of the several studies of persiste nce , Ryans ' study indicate d 
24 
the greater significance of this trait . The grade s of his 
subjects correlated at . 48 with scores of a test designe d to 
measure persistence . 
Although rating scales and personality tests of the 
paper- and - pencil variety have made commendable attempts to con-
tribute to a better understanding of human behavior , they have 
no t been parti cular ly helpfu l in predicting academic achieveme nt . 
In 1933 , Stagner summarized studies that use d the Pressey X-0, 
Laird , Neymann - Koh lstedt, l\1oss Social, Intelligence , and Thur -
stone Test and Conclude d that objective measures of persona lity 
sho\'T no l inear re l at i onship to academic aptitude or to a cademic 
2 L=i 
achievement . - Dr ought reported , in 1938 , on the use of the 
22 Geo rge K. Bennett and H. P. Gordon , ''Persona.li ty Test 
Scores and Success i n the Field of Nursing , 11 J ournal of Applied 
Psychology , Vol . 28 , 1944, pp . 267 -268 . 
23Emma Spaney , "Personality Tes t s and the Sele c t i on of 
1Turse s," Nursing Re search _, Vol. l, No . 3 , February, 19 53 , pp . 
L~-26 . 4 2 David G. Ryans, 11A Study of Observed Re lationship be -
tween Persistence Test Resu l ts , Intelligence Indices, and Aca-
demic Success , 11 Journal of Educat ional Psychology , Vol. 29, 
1938 , pp. 573 - 580 . 
25Ross Stagner , 11 The Re l at ion of Personality to Academic 
Aptitude and Achievement , 11 J our nal of Educational Research , Vol . 
26 , 1933 , pp . 648 - 660 . 
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Bell Adjustment InventoPy and the Stagner Wisconsin Scale of 
Personality Traits, and concluded that his data showed no 
re lationship bet·ween adjustment as measured and Pelative pe r -
26 formance in college. In a study of selection of students for 
a teacher's college, Ward and Kirk found that they were not able 
to differentiate prospective good and poor teachers by using the 
BernPeuter PePsonality Inventory , the Bell Adjustment Inventory, 
the Link Inventory, and the Clark- ThuPstone Personality Sched-
27 
ule . 
Several unsuccessful attempts to predict success in 
schools of nuPsing employed the Bell Adjustment Inventory, the 
Bernreuter Personality Inventory, the :r;Iinnesota Personality 
28 Scale, and the Moss Social Intelligence Test . In 1949 , Spaney 
constructed a beha vioral Pat ing device , ~Persona lity Estimates , " 
based on a preliminary study of desirable nurse traits , and in 
addition, used Adams ' Personal Audit , and Maller and Glaser 1 s 
Inte res t Values Inventory in an attempt to establish a relation-
ship between these personality measurements and nursing school 
achievement . 29 She concluded that her generally negative re-
sults were consistent with the results of many other investi -
gations that attempted to validate direct questionnaire 
26Neal E. Drou~ht , 11An Analysis of Eight Measures of 
Personality and Adjustment in Re l ation to Relative Scholastic 
Achievement, 11 Journal of Applied Psychology, Vol . 22, 1938 pp . 
597- 606 . ' ' 27Lewis B. Ward and Samuel A. Kirk , 11Studies in the 
Selection of Students for a Teachers Colle ge , " Journal of Edu -
cational Research , Vol . 35 , 1942 , pp . 665- 672 . 
28
spaney , "Personality Tests .•• , " op. cit., p . 5 . 
29Ibid. , p~ 23. 
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personality tests for the selection of student personnel. 
The 1940's brought encouragement to several workers who 
proceeded along the lines of the hypothesis set forth by Thorn-
ton, that 
Objective personality tests will have value as devices 
for predicting scholastic achievement in proportion to the 
degree to which the tests approach in similarity the tasks 
and social relationships of the actual classroom.30 
At Hanover College, Moore designed his "A cademic Inclin-
ations Test, 11 a questionnaire in which there "''Tere i terns of 
multiple choice, check-statement and completion. 31 His method 
involved questioning over-achievers and under-achievers about 
fami l iarity with the institution's catalogue, financial dis-
tractions, recreational preferences, character traits, and 
health. In a study of one hundred twenty-nine freshmen, his 
Academic Inclinations Test correlated with first semester rank 
in grades at .27. But the multiple correlation between first 
semester rank in grades, and scores on the Academic Inclinations 
Test plus scholastic aptitude rank , was .76. 
In 1947, Barow reported a study at Pennsylvania State 
College for which he constructed a "College Inventory of Aca -
32 demic Achievement." The ninety items in the final form of the 
30George R. Thornton, 11The Uses of Tests of Persistence 
in the Prediction of Scholastic Achievement, 11 Journal of Edu-
cational Psychology , Vol. 32, 1941, p. 266. 
31 W. Herbert Moore, "Measuring Student Motivation, 11 
Journal of Higher Education, Vol. 13, 1942, pp. 269-271. 
32 . 
Henry Barow, 11 The Measurement of Academic Adjustment," 
Journal of the American .Association of Collegiate Registrars, 
Vol. 22, 1947, pp . 274-286. 
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questionnaire were divided into six categories of "academic 
adjustment'' : curricular adjustment, maturity of goals and 
level of aspiration, personal efficiency, study skills and prac-
tices, mental health and personal relations. The correlation 
between grades at the end of the freshman year and scores on a 
local scholastic aptitude test were .49, between grades and 
inventory test scores, .38, between grades and scholastic apti-
tude test scores plus inventory test scores, 160. Apparently 
the inventory accounted for some of the disparity between prob-
able academic potential and actual academic fulfillment. 
1-Toodman devised a rating scale entitled 11An Evaluation 
of student Opinions," in an attempt to identify students whose 
attitudes predisposed them to academic success or failure, and 
administered his test to approximately fifteen hundred college 
freshmen in 1948. 33 He found a relationship of .30 between 
first semester grade-point ratios of the students and the Ameri-
can Council on Education Psychological Examination (ACE). The 
relationship between first semester grades and the rating scale 
was also .30, but the relationship between first semester grades 
and the rating scale plus the ACE was .43. 
At the University of California, Gough was also inter-
ested in attitudes and opinions. In 1953, he reported the 
results of one study, and the progress of a second study, for 
33 tt II Evere M. Woodman, Description of a Guidance Instru-
ment Designed to Measure Attitudes Related to Academic Success 
in College?." Journal of Educational Psycholos;y, Vol. 12, 1952, 
pp. 275-29'+. 
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1iJ'hich he had constructed an achievement scale composed of items 
to be marked true or false. Examples of statements marke d false 
by high a chievers, mo r e frequent ly than not, were : 
Item 
4 
8 
9 
11 
14 
It is always a good thing to be frank. 
Parents are much too easy on their children n01imdays. 
Teachers often expect too much work from students. 
I have often found people jealous of my good ideas 
just because they had not thought of them first . 
Fo r most questions there is just one right answer, 
once a person is able to get al l the facts. 
When the sixty-four item scale was cross-validated with 
a sample of two hundred thirty-four high school seniors, the 
scale correlated .44 with grade average. The correlation be-
tween intelligence quotient and grade average was .47. But the 
multiple corre lation of the achievement scale plus intelligence 
34 quotient with grade average was . 62 . 
The scale was reduced to thirty-six items for a colle-
giate study, and a mean correlation of .38 was found between 
scale and freshmen grades in eleven cross-validating college 
samp les totaling 1,253 cases. 35 Although the scale did not 
appear to predict as well in a large group of college freshmen 
as it did in the sample of high school seniors, it did appear 
to measure factors not included in intellectual measurements. 
Thirty-two of the scale items are included as a sub test in the 
3 Harrison G. Gough, 11\<J"hat Determines the Academic 
Achievement of High School Students?'' Journal of Educational 
Research, Vol. 1~6, 1953, pp. 321-331. 
35Harrison G. Gough, "The Construction of a Personality 
Scale to Predict Scholastic Achievement;.u Journal of Applied 
Psychology, Vol . 37, No. 5, 1953 , pp . 301-366. 
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califor nia Psychological Inventory; sixteen of the thirty-two 
items were borrowed with permission from the Minnesota Multi-
phasic Personality Inventory. 
In 1954, Brown, Holtzman and Farqueher reported on 
administration of their seventy-five item inventory, entitled 
"survey of Study Habits and Attitudes 3 " to three hundred fifty-
eight men and three hundred twenty-eight women in four Texas 
colleges.36 At the end of the first freshman semester, they 
found correlations between inventory and grades ranging from 
.27 to .66 for the men, and .26 to .65 for the women. 
Although many encouraging studies developed motivational 
measures within the academic background, others met with indif-
ferent results. In 1947, the College Entrance Examination Board 
began to develop an instrument for measuring non-intellectual 
factors associated with subsequent academic achievement. 37 
.Three questionnaires, especially designed for this purpose, were 
developed 3 pretested and administered to two freshmen classes 
and one junior class in a women's libe ra l arts college over a 
period of three years. Coefficients of correlation of the three 
questionnaires with achievement index did not change materially 
during this time. In the 1953 class, they were .12, .14, and 
3 William F. Brown, Wayne H. Holtzman, and W. G. Far-
queher, ''The Survey of Study Habits and Attitudes: A New Instru-
ment for . the Prediction of Academic Success," Educational and 
Psychological Measurement, Vol. 14, 1954, pp. 726-728. 
-~- 31 Under .. the general direction of H. S. Conrad, Chief, 
Re search and Statistical Service, U.S. Office of Education. 
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t . 1 38 .13 respec 1ve y. A more elaborate item selection method 
provided a questionnaire of higher validity in the group on 
which the key was based, but upon cross-validation the validity 
coefficient dropped back to .108. 
The more recent use of the projective techniques has 
provided another avenue of approach to identification and meas-
urement of non-intellectual aspects of scholarship. The pro-
jective test uses an unstructured stimulus in order that the 
subject may bring to it no specific knowledge of how to respond. 
The Sarah Lawrence College use of the urnspection Rorschach 11 
test, in combination with the American Council on Education 
Psychological Examination (ACE) in a three-year study~ made in-
teresting contributions. 39 The Rorschach ratings showed a 
ne gligible correlation with ACE scores, but surprisingly enough, 
the Rors chach correlated with grades at .49 while the ACE corre-
lated with grades at .39. It appeared that the ACE was better 
for forecasting superior work, and that the Rorscha ch was more 
accurate in predicting failure. Considered separately, a high 
ACE score was no certain indication of success, nor was a low 
Rorschach adjustment rating a guarantee of failure. The data 
seemed to be more meaningfu l in combination where the errors of 
one measure often appeared to be compensated in the other. 
3 
D. G. Shultz and B. F. Green, Jr., " Predicting Aca -
demic Achievement with a New Attitude-Interest Questionnaire --
II,11 Educational and Psychological Measur ement, Vol. 13, 1953, 
pp. 54-63. 
39Ruth Monroe, "Academic Success and Personal Adjustment 
in College," American Council on Education Studies Series I of 
Reports of Committees and Coriferences, Vol. 12~48 , N.32, p .32. 
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Students above the median Rorschach ~ on the whole ~ did better 
work when ACE scores were also high~ and not as well when ACE 
scores were below the class median . Students with poor Rorschach 
ratings and low ACE scores were usually poor academic risks . But 
s t udents with poor Rorschach ratings and high ACE scores were 
found among the highly successful as well as among the profound 
failures . 
Thompson found a correlation of .52 be tween thirty-four 
Rorschach items and psychology grades , and after factor analy-
sis ~ twenty apparent l y non-intellective Rorschach factors com-
bined with aptitude test prediction gave a multiple correlation 
40 
of .74 with psychology grades . 
Altus used a general adjustment test, with items re -
lated to food aversion~ disgusts, activity preferences and con-
trolled associations . This test, combined with a study habits 
inventory, and a verbal aptitude test, produced a multiple 
correlation of • 76 I<Jith semester grades in psychology. The 
aptitude test alone correlated at .60 with psychology grades , 
41 
and the adjustment test with psychology grades at .34. 
Many of the attempts to measure motivational factors in 
academic achievement~ reviewed in the literature~ employed small 
samples and many were based on unselected samples. Some rela -
tively barren efforts used available tests that were not designed 
40 . II 
Grace M. Thompson, ·Non-Inte llective Factors and Grades : 
The Group Rorschach~" The American Psychologist, Vol. 2, No. 10, 
1947, p. 415. 
41
wiiliam D. Altus "Non-Intellective Factors and Grades; 
·study Habits and Adjustment 'rests," The American Psychologist, 
Vol . 2, No . 10, 1947, p. 422. 
to measure motivation to scholastic achievement. Few of the 
tests were constructed within a specified theoretical framework 
and no studies were built upon the psychoanalytic (psychodynamic) 
theory. 
Correlations with grades were often discouragingly low, 
and indicated the elusiveness of motivation to measurement. But 
several of the instruments appeared to measure factors in the 
sample that were not included in intellectual measures. The mo~e 
recent studies have often indicated that higher correlations with 
grades result from the use of motivational measures plus intel-
lectual measures, than from either measure used independently. 
The Sentence Completion Test 
Another projective technic has appeared promising in the 
area of educational measurement. The sentence completion test, 
like other projective technics, offers a stimulus to which the 
subject brings no previous knowledge of how to respond. With 
this method , the opening words of a sentence are usually pro-
vided, and the subject is requested to add other words to com-
plete a sentence. 
Although this technic has been used principally by psy-
chologists to diagnose emotional reactions, the stimuli offered 
in its first recorded use showed a relationship to scholastic 
achievement. In 1897, Ebbinghaus, a German psychologist in 
Breslau, administered tests of arithmetic computation, memory 
42 
span , and sentence completion to school children. The 
42Anne Anastasi, Psychological Testing, New York, The 
Macmillan Co., 1954, p. 508. • 
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sentence completion test was the only test that showed a clear 
correspondence with the children's scholastic achievement. 
In the early part of the twentieth century, Traub and 
Kelley introduced the method to this country for the purpose of 
studying mental capacity and reasoning ability, but found other 
measures more discriminating. 43 
In the United States, the first use of the test as a pro-
jective technic in personality study is credited to Payne, of the 
New York Guidance Clinic, in 1928. 44 He attempted to devise a 
test that would reveal personal traits by bringing forth inhib-
ited responses for use in vocational guidance with college stu-
dents. No general publication in the psychological literature 
described or evaluated his method. 
In 1930, Tendler reported on " a test for emotional 
insight'' that he constructed in an attempt to determine trends , 
fixed attitudes, attachments to persons, conflicting desires, 
45 
satisfactions and annoyances. He believed that presentation 
of verba l stimuli in incomplete sentence form would arouse the 
particular emotion and yet allow for free response. In his 
twenty-item test, each item except the first begins with the 
31\Uller R. Traub, ''Completion Test Language Scales , u 
Contributions to Education , . No . 77, New Yor k, Bureau of Publi-
cations , Teachers Colle~e, Columbia University, 1917, pp. 203-
211; Truman L. Kelley, Individual Testing with Completion Test 
Exercise~4." Teachers College Record, No. 18, 1917, pp. 371-382. 
'A . F. Payne, "sentence Completions," pamphlet , New 
York, New York Guidance Clinic, 1928. . 
45 
. Alexander D. Tendler, "A Preliminary Report on a Test 
for Emotional Insight," Journal of Applied Psychology, Vol. 14, 
1930, pp . 123-126. . 
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n ui 11 T_tem one is ''MY HERO IS. u Item one is. followed by pro _oun . 
such items as "I LOVE, 11 11 I HATE, u ui vJISH FOR, 11 and "I GET ANGRY 
WHEN . n 
46 
Wheeler called his form a similes test. The subjects 
were asked to provide original similes for a series of ten 
adjectives. 11AS PATHETIC AS," "AS DANGEROUS AS, " and ';1AS DE-
LIGHTFUL AS 11 are examples. Responses were analyzed in terms of 
thematic content, and followed the principles of H. A. Murray's 
theory of personality, using needs, press, inner states, and 
goals for which the subject is willing to make sacr ifices. 
Rohde and Hildreth revised Payne's original test and 
published a sixty-four-item test in 1941 that is now available 
at the Psychological Corporation. In 1946, Rohde published a 
study that described the research that had been going on for 
some time. 47 Typical items were: "MY SCHOOL \•JORK," ui WANT TO 
KNOVJ," ''MY FATHER, u and "I BECOME EMBARRASSED. 11 The test was 
designed to reveal information about personality. The responses 
were analyzed in terms of the Murray scheme. They devised a 
quantitative method of scor ing on a one to three point scale 
according to the vividness and potency with whi ch the variable 
was expressed. The results of the test ~rere validated with fifty 
girls and fifty boys against teacher's judgment of the subjects, 
1f6 Donald R. Wheeler, "Imaginal Productivity Tests," in 
H. A. Murray, Exploratio~s in Personality, New York, Oxford Uni-
versity Press, Inc., 1938, pp. 545-550 and 680-684. 
47 
Amanda R. Rohde , "Explorations in Personality by the 
Sentence Completion Method," Journal of Applied Psychology, Vol. 
30, 1946, pp. 169-181. ' 
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experimenter's interview with them, the opinion of school admin-
istrators and guidance counselors about the subject~ and school 
records. The Pearson product correlations for all variables 
combined were .79 for girls and .82 for boys. 
Use of the sentence completion method was greatly acceler-
a ted during \'Torld vJar II. Hutt, Holzberg, and Shor have descril:ed 
. 48 its use in Army general hosp1tals. In 1946, Shor reduced his 
original test of fifty items to forty. It was this test of 
forty items that was first used by the Air Forces Psychology 
Program. Shor's items were arranged in a definite sequence to 
present a generalization of attitude from immediate human inter-
est to basic human interest and he emphasized the importance of 
adapting stimuli to current situations and cultural background 
of the group tested. Although he had no formal scoring method, 
he recommended investigation of areas of rejection (indicated 
when there was a refusal to respond), areas of resistance (where 
there w·as blocking or evasion by responding with some conven-
tional or impersonal association), and other methods of evasion. 
In 1947, Stein reported on the sentence completion test 
49 
used in the Off.ice of Strategic Services Assessment Program 
Max L. Hutt, 11 The Use of Projective Methods of Per-
sonality Measurement in Army Ivledical Installations, 11 Journal of 
Clinical Psychology , Vol. 1, 1945, pp. 130-134; J. Holzberg, 
A. Teicher, and J. L. Taylor, "contributions of Clinical Psy-
chology to Military Neuro-Psychiatry in an Army Psychiatric 
Hospital," Journal of Clinical Psychology, Vol. 3, 1947, pp. 84-
85; Irving Shor, "Report of a Verbal Projective Technique, 11 
Journal of Clinical Psychology , Vol. 2, 1946, pp. 279-282 • . 
49Morris I. Stein, "The Use of a Sentence Completion 
Test for the Diagnosis of Personality, 11 Journal of Clinical Psy-
chology, Vol. 3, 1947, pp. 45-46. 
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that was described a year later in Assessment of Men. The 
test was designed to reveal information about twelve areas 
considered important for personality evaluation: family, the 
past, drives, inner states, goals, goals for which subject is 
willing to make sacrifices~ energy, time perspective, reaction 
to others, reaction of others to subject, reactions to frus-
trations and failures, and optimism-pessimism. It had one hun-
dred items and was administered in two parts in order to avoid 
mental set, to minimize fatigue, and to enable a subject who 
approached the test with misgivings to rid himself of these 
feelings and cooperate better on the second half. For the first 
time, two types of stem structure were used. The first type 
used the proper name of someone. The second type introduced the 
sentence with the first person pronoun or the third person pro-
. noun. 
Rotter and Willerman worked originally with Shor 1 s test 
in an attempt to devise a group screening tool for the Army Air 
Forces Program that could be used by relatively untrained 
51 
scorers and still provide high interscorer reliability. Items 
were evaluated on a clinical basis for the purpose of avoiding 
those that brought forth stereotypes, and items that appeared to 
cut down the range of individual response were restructured. 
50 United States Office of Strategic Services Staff, 
Assessment of Men, New York, Rinehart and Co., 1948, pp. 71-75. 
51 Julian B. Rotter and B. Willerman~ 11 The Incomplete 
Sentences Test as a Method of Studying Personality," Journal of 
Consulting Psychology, Vol. 11~ 1947~ pp. 43-48. . 
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Examples of the more unstructured items are: "I ___ _ SOME-
TIMES,'' ttBACK, 11 and 11BOYS." The test instructions were changed 
on the bas is of earlier experiences with test instructions that 
requested the subject to respond as quickly as possible. These 
experiences indicated that associations were produced, rather 
than content statements regarding individual attitudes and 
feelings. 
For each item individual scoring standards were illus-
trated by examples that fe ll into seven categories of response . 
All responses were grouped into conflict, neutral, or positive 
reactions that could be placed on a single numerical scale. 
The reactions v-rere located on a single dimension so that each 
test response could be scored plus 3 to plus 1 for conflict 
responses, 0 for neutral, and minus 1 t o minus 3 for positive 
responses. A scoring booklet was prepared with typical respon-
ses for numerical scoring. 
The test was administered to two hundred patients with 
the purpose of distinguishing the fit and unfit for immediate 
return to duty, as well as those too disturbed for further ser-
vice in the Army . Scores compared with psychologists' judgment 
based on initial interview and supplementary data gave a valid-
ity correlation of . 61 . Validity measured against admitting 
diagnosis pro duce d correlations of .41 and .39. An average 
interscorer reliability cor relation of .89 was determined by 
having seven psychological assistants score tests. Another 
correlation of reliability between two scorers was .68. 
32 
An earlier method of scoring this test included a separ-
ate consideration of avoidance react ions. An earlier hypothe -
sis that responses which failed to relate the stimuli to self, 
or responses containing humorous and flippant remarks, might be 
correlated with maladjustment was quickly dispelled. Ansvrers 
of this nature seemed to appear with the greatest frequency in 
the emotionally healthy subjects. It was also thought that 
omissions indicated great conflict, but again, higher frequency 
of omissions in the more maladjusted subjects was not found. 
App lying the same general method as with Vfille r man, 
Rotter and Rafferty adapted the Army test for high school and 
college students in order to obtain a measure of maladjustment 
or counseling ne eds . 52 Separate objective scoring manuals were 
developed for male and female. With the aid of specimen re-
sponses in the manuals, fairly objective scoring was possible. 
In 1950, adaptations of the technic to specific purposes 
began to appear in the literature. The University of Chicago 
experimented with a sentence completion test of twenty-seven 
items to identify the composition of groups. c ampbell reported 
on a sentence completion test used to study intergroup atti-
tudes.53 At Ohio State University, Brown constructed a test to 
52 
Julian B. Rotter and Janet E. Rafferty , nRotter 
Incomplete Sentences Blank: manual," pamphlet, New York, Psy-
chological Corporation, 1950. 
53 
D. T. Campbell, 11The Indirect Assessment of Social 
Attitudes, " Psychological Bulletin, Vol. 47, 1950, pp. 15-
38. 
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reveal attitudes toward Negroes. About half of the sentence 
stems were borrowed with permission from the Rotter Incomplete 
Sentences Blank, and the remainder were composed with reference 
to Negro -white relations . Examples of the latter include: 
11SKIN COLOR," '1IT SEEr£ TO ME THAT SEGREGATION, u and 1SOME LilNCH -
INGS. 11 
Lindgren devised a sentence completion test for student 
evaluation of his psychology course and found that this "non-
directive [<)pinionnair~J presented a kale idoscopic view of the 
cour se as seen through the pr isms of many personalities. 1155 The 
sentence be ginnings suggest a welcome relief from the staid and 
inevitable questionnaire that usually terminates college 
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course s. For one stem, test instr uctions request the student 
to write in the name of the instructor. Examples of other items 
are: "CLASS DISCUSS IONS,'' 11S INCE I HAVE TAKEN THIS COURSE , t~ 
11 THIS COURSE H.I\.S HELPED f-1E TO, 11 and 11THIS COURSE HAS KEPT ME 
FROM. u 
The construction of sentence completion tests since 
Rohde and Hildreth has been characte rized by an extensive bor-
rowing of stems which makes original authorship of items hard 
to tra ce. Several current tests have many co mmon items . 
5 Shirley VJ . Brm'l'n , 1The Use of an Incomplete Sentences 
Test for the Study of Attitudes toward Negroes,'' unpublished 
doctor's dissertation, Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio, 
1950 . 
55Henry Clay Lindgren 
a Means of Course Evaluation," 
Measurement , Vol. 12, 1952, p. 
56Ibid., pp. 217-225. 
"The Incomplete Sentences Test as 
Educational and Psychological 
217. 
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Sentence beginnings, however, can be tailored to fit 
any particular situation, using language familiar to any group. 
The method ' s flexibility has been described by Anderson and 
Anderson : 57 
It seems a feasible method for investigation of a vari-
e ty of situations in industry, for the study of group 
attitudes and opinions, and for special experimental prob -
lems in the field of personality. The fact that it can be 
administered to a group and still retain many of the indiv-
idualistic advantages of the projective tests, suggests 
that it can be profitably employed in many areas as yet 
untapped. 
A Review of the Gilmore Studies 
. 58 
In 1947, Gilmore and co-workers at Boston University 
and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (M.I.T.) began 
experimentation with a sentence completion test. Earlier 
studies appeared to indicate a relationship between academic 
achievement and the content of responses to some items. En-
couraged by this , items were sought that would produce content 
indicative of motivation to academic achievement. 
On the hypothesis that motive to achieve scholastically 
is directly associated with the quality of relationships the 
child has with his parents and with parental attitudes toward 
learning, attempts were made to incorporate items that would 
measure the quality of parent-child relationships . 
The original test of seventy-five items was increased to 
57 Harold H. Anderson and Gladys L. Anderson , An Intro-
duction to Projective Techniques, New York, Prentice Hall, Inc., 
1951, p. 720. 
58 John V. Gilmore is Associate Professor of Psychology 
at Boston University. 
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one hundred. In 1949 3 it was revised again and increased to 
one hundred thirty items. Continued revaluation of items that 
seemed to differentiate high achievers and low achievers reduced 
the test to its present form of forty items. 
several small pilot studies at M.I.T. preceded the re-
. 59 t valuation of items. Two of the later projec s are summarized 
here under the titles Project A and Project B. 
Project A. Fifteen high achieving students with a cumu-
lative scholastic rating of 5.0, or near that, were compared 
with fifteen low achieving students who were on the scholastic 
margin 'or had become disqualified. As a means of diagnosing 
emotional adjustment and defense mechanisms, a diagnostic battery 
of tests was given to all thirty students. This battery con-
sisted of the one-hundred-thirty-item sentence completion test 3 
the Draw-a-Person Test, certain cards of the Thematic Apper-
ception Test, and a Health Record on which physical complaints 
could be checked that might be psychosomatic in origin. Careful 
scrutiny of the results of the diagnostic test battery reflected 
some differences between high achievers and low achievers. 
Project B. The number in each of the two groups was 
then increased to thirty-five. The high achiever cumulative 
scholastic rating was 4.0, or above. The low achiever cumula -
tive scholastic rating was 2.65, or below. Comparison of 
results from the same diagnostic test battery again indicated 
59 John V. Gilmore, "A New Venture in the Testing of Moti-
vation, '1 The College Board Review, New York, College Entrance 
Examination Board, November, 1951~ pp. 221-226. 
differences between h i gh achievers and low achievers . 
Although re s ponses had a tendency to overlap, a few of 
the differences between superior students and inferior students 
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may be illustrated by responses in three items. 
When the word father was used in the middle of a sen-
tence, t he superior student was identified with these kinds of 
responses : "I admire my father very much for his .quiet under-
standing and friendly way . " " I would like to earn enough money 
so that my father could take it easy for awhile. 11 11 My father 
is a good example . 11 1 My father is one of the most brilliant men 
I have ever met.'' ui like my father because he always trusts 
me . " The inferior student made statements like the following: 
11 I don ' t think a father will approve.n " I often wonder what my 
father thinks of his life. " "I wish my father would give me a 
break.u "I would like to be a lot close r to my father than I 
. d fl am -co .ay. 
With the introduction of the incomplete sentence 11 HE IS 
DEPENDENT UPON ,'' the high achieving student gave ansv1ers like 
these : HHe is dependent upon personal success for meaning in 
life '1 ; "his job11 ; ''the whims of his boss'1 ; 11 his parents for 
supportu; "her sympathyu; "her bank account" ; 11 his own resour-
ces.u The low achieving student made responses like these: "He 
is dependent upon other people"; "his emotions to over-great 
extent"; 11 his parents even at his age of twenty-five 11 ; "his 
father and mother for financial, mental and spiritual help. " 
0 Ibid. 
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The incomplete sentence 11 I vJOULD LIKE TO BE 11 produced 
from the superior student responses such as: ni would like to 
be a really good mathematician"; "a physicist or mathematician''; 
' 'a successful architectu ; 1able to have a 4.0 point average when 
the term ends." The inferior student wrote responses such as : 
"I would like to be happy in life 11 ; "more perfect than I am"; 
11 married'1 ; 11 able to earn a good living." 
The application of a scoring system that weighted items 
on a scale from plus two to minus tvw resulted i n the elimin-
ation of items that did not show a statistically significant 
difference betvJeen high academic achievers and low academic 
achievers. By this method the sentence .completion test was re-
duced to forty items. 
Although the following study in the Gilmore series has 
not been reported in the literature, it appears to offer con-
siderable encouragement to students of motivation. 
An unpublished study. The forty-item Gilmore Sentence 
Completion Test was administered to five hundred eighty-four 
freshmen students at M.I.T . during the first week of September, 
1951. At the end of the first term, on the basis of first term 
grades , the five hundred eighty-four tested students were 
divided into high achievers, average achievers and low achievers. 
Students who withdrew from college before earning first term 
grades did not enter the statistics. 
About half of the high achievers , average achievers and 
low achievers were placed in an experimental group of two hundred 
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ninety-one, and the other half in a control group of two hundred 
-ninety-three. 
Responses to the forty items in the sentence completion 
test were copied for the two hundred ninety-one students in the 
experimental group . Responses to each item \'Jere categorized . 
Responses v1ith the same content, or sometimes with the same 
wording , constituted a category. Some items had thirty cate-
gories . 
According to first term grades of students making 
responses in each category, the category was weighted by means 
of a formula devised for this test by Bryan of the Massachusetts 
61 Institute of Technology. Categories that did not statisti-
cal l y differentiate high achievers, average achievers and low 
a chievers received no assigned weight. 
A test score was obtained by the following procedure. 
Positive weights were added. Negative weights were added. 
When the smaller sum was subtracted from the larger sum, a minus 
or plus difference was found . This difference was divided by 
the number of weighted responses in the test. The sco re obtained 
was on a scale of plus ten to minus ten. 
Both experimental and control groups were scored on the 
basis of category weights established by item responses in the 
experimental group. The correlation between experimental group 
test scores and first term grades was .68. A correlation of .54 
pl - P3 
s - K 
K(pl - p3) = Weight 
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between control group test scores and first term grades indi-
cated the empirical validity of the test. 
The hypothesis, that motive to achieve scholastically 
is directly related to the quality of relationships the child 
has vJith his parents and with parental attitudes toward learn-
ing, was supported by sub-scores of parent items in the sentence 
completion test correlated with first term grades that revealed 
a relationship of . 54 in the experimental group , and .40 in the 
control group . 
Group 
Table 2 
PREDICTIONS OF ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT COMPARED IN 
GILMORE 'S STUDY OF FIVE HUNDRED EIGHTY-FOUR 
M.I.T. FRESHMEN IN 1952 
G::.orrelations 
Number UPR and SCT and SCT plus 
FTG FTG UPR and FTG 
Validating 291 .so . 68 . 74 
Cross-validating 293 .51 . 54 .62 
Key: UPR •.•• University predictive rating 
FTG •.•. First term grades 
SCT •••• Gilmore sentence completion test 
Table 2 compares the sentence completion test and the 
University Predictive Rating as predictors of academic achieve-
ment according to first term grades earned by participating 
students . 
The University Predictive Rating is a composite score 
, assembled on each student by the admissions office f r om four 
• 
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predictor variables that include : rank in high school class, 
principal 's recommendation , high school grades in three courses 
(English, Mathematics, and Physics), and scores on the Scholas-
tic Aptitude Test. 
The University Predictive Rating correlated with first 
term grades was .so for the experimental and . 51 for the control 
group . The slightly higher value of the sentence completion 
test as a predictor of academic achievement in this group may 
be noted . 
Students who withdrew from the university before earning 
first term grades did not enter into the correlations with the 
sentence completion test or with the University Predictive 
Rating . 
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C1-IAPTER III 
METHOD 
The Sample 
The subjects in the p r esent investigation were three 
hundred and two fr>eshmen nursing students :tn s even hospital 
schools of nursing . Five of the schools ar>e located in o r near 
Boston, Massachusetts, one school is in southe r>n New Hampshi r e 
and one is in nhode Island. The schools accept women students 
over se venteen years of age who have g r aduated from high school, 
or have pa ssed equivalency examinations administe r ed by state 
de partments of e ducation . All seven schools p r efe r students 
who have satisfactor ily completed some specified subjects in 
the high school cur riculum . Some schools r equire that speci -
fi e d subjects be completed. 
The par ticipating schools incorporated the best methods 
r eadily available in thei r selection p r ocesses. Candidate s 
we r e chose n by means of high school recor>ds and g r>ades, _efer -
ences, inter view, physical examination, and test batteries that 
principally measur ed general academic ability and past ac h ieve -
ment in science, mathematics and reading compr ehension . 
Hospital schools offering a thPee year' educational p r o -
gram leading to a diploma were asked to pai'ticipate because 
approximat~ly eighty-five percent of ou r professional nur ses 
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are products of these schools. 1 
An attempt was made to include a cross - section of hos -
pita l schools in New England. One hundred thirty- four students 
(44%) were in schools fully accredited by the National League 
for Nursing Accreditation Service . One hundred forty-two (47%) 
were in schools that were temporarily accredited or re ceived 
temporary accreditat ion shortly thereafter. Twenty - six students 
(9%) were in a school approved by the state in which i t was 
located, although the school was not nationally accredited. 
The participating schools repre sented four types of 
hospital control. One hundred four students (35%) were in non-
sectarian general hospitals, eighty - nine (29%) were in a gene ral 
hospital under re ligious auspices, eighty- three (27%) were in 
general hospitals loosely connected with religious organizations, 
and twenty - six (9%) were in a mental hospital cont rol led by the 
state government . 
All freshmen students enrolled in participating schools 
on the date that the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test was admin -
is tered in the school were included in statistical data for this 
study. The earliest test date was December 13, 1954, in School 
A, where fifty-one students were tested during their fourteenth 
week of school. The latest test date was J anuary 21, 1955, for 
the forty students enrolled on that date in the nineteenth week 
of classes in School C. Although the participating classes in 
al l seven schools were admitted to their schools in late August 
l 
-The American Nurses• Association, op . cit . , p . 55 . 
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or September of 1954, there Nas a variation of twenty- three days 
in admission dates. School E admitted the earliest autumn class 
on August 29, 1954, and School F had the latest admission date 
on September 20, 1954 . March, 1955 marked the end of the first 
semester in al l seven schools with School E terminating on the 
thirfd of March, and School C twenty- four days later on the 
tvlenty- seventh . 
Admin1stration of the Gilmore Sentence Comnletion Test 
Between December 13, 1954 and January 21, 1955, in the 
twelfth to the nineteenth week of school , the Gilmore Sentence 
Completion Test was administered to the freshman class by a 
member of the school faculty in each of the seven participating 
schools. To avoid causing undue concern' about the test, method 
of test introduction was left to the discretion of the adminis -
tering faculty member. 
From the list of code numbers assigned to the school 
for this test, the facu l ty member assigned one to each student. 
A record of the code number was placed on the student's perman-
ent record by the faculty member , and the code number was writ -
ten on the test paper by the student. 
The instructions printed on the face sheet of the test 
were not used in entirety. (A copy of the test may be seen in 
Appendix A.) The instructions given by faculty members to par-
ticipating classes were: 
In this test you are to finish the sentence from the 
suggested vvord or phrase . Make a good complete sentence 
but do not work too long making it perfect . If the suggested 
vwrd occurs in the middle of the line~ you may place it 
whereve r y o u wish in your sentence . Put down the first 
th i ng you think of, or the second or the third, it does not 
matter . It will be necessary to keep ·wo r king in o r der to 
finish within the session. The tests will be collected in 
thirty minutes . 
The test was timed because thirty minutes was deemed adequate , 
and testing time had to be arranged in already filled class 
schedules . Some faculty members allowed some students more than 
thirty minutes to finish the test, however, and the time allowed 
for the test is admitted as a variable. 
Fi r st Semester Averages 
At the end of the first semester, the seven schools r e-
ported final grades in all subjects fo r each participating stu-
dent acco r ding to code number. Grading systems and grading 
standards are not the same in any two schools . Some of the 
variations in the meaning of grade s in the seven participating 
schools are listed in the follmving table. 
Table 3 
Sm1E VARIATIONS IN THE MEANING OF GRADES 
Number of Number of 
Passing Subjects Weeks in First 
School Grade Graded Semester 
A 75 7 25 
B 68 6 25 
c 75 9 28 
D 75 10 25 
E 75 13 27 
F 75 12 25 
G 75 8 25 
4-5 
In Table 3 it may be noted that one school had a passing 
grade of sixty-eight, and the others, passing grades of seventy-
five. The number of subjects graded ranged from six to thirteen. 
The length of the first semester extended from a favored twenty-
five weeks to twenty-eight weeks. 
First semester grades in all subjects 1ivere averaged for 
each student. Schools that used lette r grades were asked for 
numerical equivalents, and letter grades were translated into 
digits by using the midpoint of the scale allowed for the l etter . 
Grades for each student were averaged without consideration for 
number of hours in courses . The range of first semeste r aver-
ages at this point was from 75 to 93. This average was attached 
to the code number for each student in the project. 
Withdrawals 
Twenty-three of the three hundre d two tested students 
had withdrawn f rom school between the testing date and the end 
of the first semester. Fourteen withdrawing students earned no 
first semester grade in any subject. The remaining eight stu-
dents earned a final grade in from one to all of the subjects 
offered by the schools in which they had been enrolled. 
The r eason for withdrawal was not determined for this 
project. The purpose of this study is to help identify students 
who will achieve in nursing school. Withdrawing students do 
not achieve in nursing school, but in order to enter them in a 
statistical study of school of nursing achievement, it apreared 
necessary to classify them as low achievers. All withdrawing 
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students even those Nho earned high grades before withdrawal ~ 
' 
were c lassified as low achievers i n keeping with the purpose of 
this study . 
A first semester average was necessary fo r each student 
for the purpose of statistical measurement . Because withdrawing 
stude nts were , in the final analysis, the l owest of low achiev-
ef·s , a ll withdrawing students were arbitrari l y assigned a first 
semester average of 73. 
The low point of the r ange of first semester average s 
vras consequently dro ppe d f r om 75 to 73 to include withdr awing 
students. The range of first semester averages entering the 
statistics in th· s study was therefore from 73 to 93 . 
High Achievers, Average Achievei'S and Low Achievers 
On the basis of first semester scholastic averages , 
students in each schoo l were divided into three groups : high 
achievers , average ach ievers, and low achievers. The low 
e.chiever gr·oup included withdrawing students . 
First semester a verages in each school approximated a 
normal distribution, and an effort was made to p l a ce the upper 
15 . 871& of the distribution in the high achiever group , the middle 
68 . 26% in the average achieve r group, and the lower 15 . 87% in 
the low achiever group . This method of dist ribution was applied 
to each school , bearing in mind that the tota l distribution of 
al l three hundred two students ~ho uld approximate these pe r -
centages . 
Table 4 lists the number and percent of students in each 
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category a ccord ing to school. It may be noted that the size o f 
the average ach iever group is as small as 59 . 6% in School E, 
and as l arge a s 67 . 5c;6 in S chool B. The variat ion f rom school 
to school in the s i ze of achiever categories may be expl a i ned 
by the necessi t y to p lace students from one school with equ i val -
ent averages i n the same ach iever ca tego:-ey . In School E , for 
example , e l eve n students had a first semester average of 87 . 
If these eleven students were p l a ced in the average a chiever 
group, only ten students in a class of eighty- nine students (12%) 
would remain i n the high achiever g roup. Although this would 
have been permissible, the same prob l em occurre d in the other 
schools . When these eleven students were included with the 
high achievers , the school had 23 . 6% of its students in the high 
achiever gro up instead of the optimum 15. 87% . 
Table ~-
ACHIEVER GROUPS ACCORDING TO SCHOOL 
Ach iever Group s 
Schoo l No . High 
Average Low 
No . % No . % No . % 
{\ 51 8 15.7 33 6~- . 7 10 19.6 
·" 
B l..i-0 7 17 . 5 27 67 . 5 6 15 
c 43 8 18. 6 29 67 .4 6 14-
D 28 5 17. 8 17 60 . 8 6 21.4 
E 89 21 23 . 6 53 59 . 6 15 16 . 8 
F 26 3 11.5 17 65 . 3 6 23 . 
G 
--1.2.- . 3 12 16 61.~ 6 24 
'I'O'l'AL 302 55 18.2 192 63.6 55 18 .2 
Table 4 a lso indicates that the to tal distribution of 
the three hund re d two students , a dopted for the p urposes of this 
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study , placed fifty - five (18 .2%) in the high achiever group, one 
hundr ed ninety - seven (63.6%) in the average achiever group, and 
fifty- five (18.2%) in the low achiever ~roup . 
The distribution of grades in each school resulted in 
variations from school to school in the achiever placement of 
averages . Table 5 assembles the first semester averages in-
eluded in achiever groups according to school . Two examples 
illustrate these variations. A student with a first semester 
average of 81 in School D was placed with low achievers, whereas 
an 81 average in the other six schools meant an average achiever . 
A first semester average of 86 meant a high achiever in Schools 
A and B, and an average achiever in the other five schools. 
Table 
"' 
__, 
FIRST SEMESTER AVERA.GES INCLUDED IN ACHIEVER GROUPS 
Achiever Groups 
School High Average Low 
A 86 and above 80-85 79 and below 
B 86 and above 79 -85 78 and below 
c 90 and above 80 -89 79 and belovv-
D 89 and above 82 -88 81 and below 
E 87 and above 81 -86 80 and below 
F 89 and above 81-88 80 and below 
G 89 and above 81 -88 80 and belovv 
Validating and Cross:-Ya lidating Groups 
Approximately half of the distribution of high achievers, 
average achievers and low achievers in each school was placed 
in a validating group of one hundred fifty - one students , and the 
other half was placed in a cross-validating group of one hundred 
fifty -one . 
The mean of the validating group was 83 . 3 and the stand -
a rd devia tion, 12 .5. The cross - validating group mean was 83 . 2 
and the standard deviation was 12 . 9 . It is interesting to note, 
however , that if wi thdrawa.ls we ~C'e excluded, t(,le number in the 
; i 
validating group would become one hundr ed forty , the mean, 84.12, 
and the standard deviation , 8. 7. If withdrawals were excluded 
from the cross - validating group , the number would become one 
hundr ed thirty -nine, the mean , 84. 12 and the standard deviation, 
8 .5. 
Item Responses Categorized 
Responses to the forty items in the sentence completion 
test were copied for the one hundr ed fifty - one students in the 
va lida ting gr oup. Each item was considered separately by plac-
ing answe r s to the item side by side for comparison of content 
and v.rording. Responses with the same content became a category. 
Some r esponses not only had the same content but used the same 
words, a nd l~esponses that were identical in content and wording 
cons t ituted a category. Each item stimulated some completions 
that appeared to be individual in content, and these answers, 
na tur ally , were not categor ized. 
Statisticall,Y S ign,ificant Categories 
vJhen the validating group responses to e ach test item 
ha d been placed in categories, the student 1 s fi:est semeste r 
average was attached to each r esponse . Each category was then 
copie d with achiever groups a r ranged together. The number of 
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low achiever, a verage achiever, and high achiever responses was 
counted and rec orded . 
There were two c riteria for statistically significant 
categories. The first criterion was a 3% or more monoton ic 
increa s e of pe r centage value of responses in a category, fro rrt 
high achieve r through average achiever to low achiever. If the 
highest percentage of responses occurred in the high a chie ver 
group, the category we i ght was positive . If the highest per-
centage occurred in the l ow achiever g roup, the weight of t he 
category was ne gative . 
The percentage value of achiever g ro up r esponses within 
a category ·was determined by the following method: 
Percent = No . achiever group responses in catego~y N'O: in total experimental achiever group 
An example may illustra te the procedure . r In Item o , 
THE f'/IOS'l' IMPORTANT THING TO IVIE , one ca tegory was composed of 
completions like 11 f inish training, 11 or " finish my nur sing 
course . 11 F ive students made responses like these , but no high 
achiever a nswered this way . Thr ee r es ponses we r e fo r aver2ge 
achievers and two we re for low achlevers . 
Accordin g to the procedure for determining percentage 
value of r esponses, the two low achiever completions in this 
category we r e divided by the twenty- seven low achievers in the 
validating group and a va lue of seven percent obtained . When 
the three average a chiever responses were divided by the ninety -
seven average achievers in the validating group, the value of 
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average achiever answers in this category was found to be three 
percent. Since no high achiever responded in this category ~ the 
vilue of the high achiever response was zero . Thus~ the number, 
percent, and rank of achievers in this category was: 
High Ave :t""'age Lmv 
Achievers Achievers Achievers 
Number 0 3 2 
Percent 0 3 7 
Hank lmt.J medj_um high 
The category in this example satisfied the first cri -
terion fo r statistical significance by a monotonic inc r ease in 
percentage value of achiever group responses, from zero ~ to 
three percent~ to seven pe r cent . The highest percentage was in 
th~ low achiever group; therefore the weight of the category was 
negative . 
The second criterion for a statistically significant 
category was a large percentage of responses in the high and 
low a chiever groups, with a comparatively sma ll percentage in 
the a verage ac hiever group . Categories in this criterion had a 
fixed va1ue of zero . 
Application of the Formula 
2 
A formula devised for this test by Bryan was applied to 
each statistically significant category in the first c r iterion 
to determine the weight of the category in a test score . 
In the following formula, the achiever group with the 
highest percentage value became pl, average achievers were 
2Dr . Joseph G. Bryan of the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology. 
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· , .. . 
always p2, and the achie ver group with the lowest percenta~e 
value vms P3 . 
pl - P3 
S = K K( pl - p3 ) = Weight 
The example that was used to illustrate the procedure 
fo r determining statistically significant categor ies in the 
fj_rst crite r ion may be continued to demonstrate application of 
the formula . 
It may be re c a lled that the weight of this category was 
negative because the highest percentage of responses was in the 
low achiever group . According to the formula, the lovl achiever 
group became pl for t h e same reason. 
The first equation in the formula is solved: 
pl 7 
p2 3 
__10 0 
( p2 10 
£P 100 
pl 7 
P3 - 0 
? 
49 ol;:; 
- c. 
p2? 9 
23- 0 
~ p 2 58 
X 3 
'"' 
ill,pc: )- 174 100 
74 1174 
7 S or 8 . 602 - K or . 813 
p l 7 
P3 - 0 
-
-
7 x K or . 8 13 = Weight - 5 . 69 
s or 8 . 602 
Thus, \~rhen Item 6 in one test read, l 1The most important 
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thing t o me is t o finish t raining , " the we i ght of Item 6 in that 
test vm s - 5 . 69 . 
The S coring Key 
After temporary weights had been established for statis -
t ica lly significant categories , a scoring lcey was assembled in 
wh ich the categories in each item were listed with weight, and 
some illustrative response s . The sco:elng key de ve loped by t his 
s~udy may be seen in Appendix B . 
In the scoring key , the illustra tive responses i n quo -
tation marks are sentence comp letions selected as category 
samples from the one hundr ed f ifty - one experimental group stu-
dents part icipating in this study . The responses used were 
proof - read for spelling and, for brevity , ~orne apparently unim -
portant wo r ds were deleted . 
Cate go r i es introduced by "references to" are indicative 
of content , a nd specific examples of content a~e frequently 
quoted . F or' examp l e , in Item 19, I AM HELD BACK FROM DOING vJ R.l\ T 
I \IJANT BECAUSE , the catego ry with the highest positive weight 
is listed and illustrated: 
Re ferences to lack of time : ui don ' t have 
enough time, 11 11 the days are too sho r t. 11 fl o.6o 
Cate gories lis ted by descriptive words, such a s ttalone 11 
O:!."' 11 my best, 1' are not furthe r illustrated because these answers 
not onl y have the same content , they also contain the same 
words . In Item 19 , the category With the lowest ne gative weight 
is listed : 
Not held back - 12.23 
All responses in this category, therefore, contained the words 
Hnot held back . 11 
The weights in the scoring key are designated as tem-
porary weights because they were obtained fr·om a validating 
group of one hundred fifty - one studentsj based on their first 
semester averages. vJhile the number of students, and the time 
included in achievement, may be adequate for a preliminary 
study, it is reasonable to assume that more categories and 
weights of greater significance would be obtained from a larger 
group studied in relationship to graduate nurse licensure exam-
inations. 
Five categories of statistical significance were omitted 
from the scoring key . Four of the categories were omitted be -
cause they contained fewer than five answers distributed in 
achiever groups so that the weights were about three points or 
l ess . Four of the omitted categories were : references to tak -
ing care of animals or children in Item 1, THE BEST THING THAT I; 
references to being necessary in Item 25, TO ME PEOPLE; refer -
ences to appreciations of girls, such as uinteresting ," or 
11 cute,'1 in Item 29, I THINK THAT GIRLS; and references to a 
vocation other than nursing in Item 37, I WOULD LIY...E TO BE. 
The fifth category omitted from the scoring key con-
tained ten responses and had a statistica l weight of fl2 . To 
Item 34, PAIN, references were made to the re ligious benefits 
of pain in anSI"!ers like these: 11 brings us closer to God, '1 ''the 
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offering up of pain is an aid to salvation, 1 and 11 pain is a 
b l essing from God . " This category was omitted from the scoring 
key because all responses were from School E, and seemed to be 
out of proportion to answers g iven by students in other schools .3 
Scorin$ 
Each statistically significant response outlined in the 
scoring key received its assigned weight and became a part of 
the test score. 
Tests were scored by assigning the appropriate weight 
to all significant Item 1 responses in the cross - validating 
group . When all significant Item 1 answers in this group had 
received weights, the responses to Item 2 in each cross-validat -
ing group test were considered . This procedure was repeated 
until all significant items in the cross - validating group tests 
were t-'leighted . 
Final scores were determined by the difference between 
the sum of the positive weights and the sum of negative weights 
divided by the number of weighted responses in the test. 
The same procedure vms then follovved to score validat -
ing group tests . 
3At a late r date, when cross - validating g r oup tests vrere 
scored , a tabulation of responses in this category revealed 
three cross - validating group answers; two were average achievers 
and one was a low achiever . 
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CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS 
Correlations were found between Gilmore Sentence Com-
pletion Test scores and first semester averages, and between 
two groups of items and first semester averages, after which, 
the significance of high and low test scores in this sample was 
considered. 
The Pearson product moment coefficient of correlation 
between test scores and first semester averages of one hundred 
1 fifty-one students in the validating group was .76. A corre-
lation of .58 was found between first semester averages and 
test scores of one hundred fifty-one students in the cross-
validating group . 
Because the influence of family relationships and atti-
tudes in childhood on the achieving adolescent is particular ly 
emphasized by the psychodynamic psychological theory (the the-
oretical framework of the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test), 
correlations were established with first semester averages of 
students between five family items and six level-of-aspiration 
items. 
The coefficient of correlation between five family items 
1 
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selected for subscores was found to be .42 in the validating 
group and .27 in the cross-validating group. The five family 
items selected for subscores were: Item 4, AT HOME WE; Item 8, 
FATHER; Item 13, MOTHER; Item 27, ONE'S PARENTS; and Item 30, 
MY FAMILY. 
The six level-of-aspiration items selected for sub-
scores we r e: Item 7, I THINK MY FUTURE; Item 10, I AM DETER-
MINED; Item 16, WHEN I SUCCEED; Item 20, ALL MY LIFE I; Item 26 , 
WHEN I THINK OF MY F~rURE; and Item 37, I WOULD LIKE TO BE. 
Subscor es of the six level-of-aspiration items correlated with 
first semester averages at .46 in the validating group and at 
.32 in the cross-validating group . 
Th i rty students (20%) of the one hundred fifty-one stu-
dents in the validating group had sentence completion test 
scores of f2. and above. Twenty-four of the thirty students in 
this sco r e range (84%) had first semester averages of 84 and 
above. The remaining six students (16%) had first semester 
averages between 79 and 83. 
Twenty-two (15%) of the one hundred fifty-one students 
in the cross-validating group had test scores of t2. and above. 
All twenty-two students (100%) had first semester averages of 
84 and above. 
Thir ty-two (21%) of the one hundred fifty-one students 
in the validating group had Gilmore Sentence Completion Test 
scor es of -1.5 or less, and all thirty-two (100%) had first 
semester averages of 85 or less . Twenty-one of the students in 
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this score range (65%) were apparently poor risks because 
eleven withdrew from school during the first semester and the 
remaining ten had first semester averages between 75 and 80. 
Eleven validating group students in this score range (35%) had 
first semester averages ranging from 81 to 85. 
Twenty-seven (18%) of the cross-validating group stu-
dents had sentence completion test scores of -1.5 or less and 
all twenty-seven (100%) had first semester averages of 84 or 
less. Thirteen of the twenty-seven students (48%) appeared t o 
be poor risks. Eight withdrew from school by the end of the 
first semeste r , and five had first semester averages between 
75 and 80. Fourteen of the cross-validating group students in 
this test score range (52%) had fi r st semeste r ave r ages ranging 
f r om 81 to 85. 
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CHAPTER V 
ANALYSIS OF RESULTS 
Correlation 
The correlations between Gilmore Sentence Completion 
Test scores and first semester averages of .76 for the validat-
ing gr oup and .58 for the cross-validating group represented a 
highly significant relationship. The higher relationship in 
the validating gr oup was expected because categor y weights had 
been dete r mined by validating group responses. 
Subscores of six level-of-aspiration items, correlated 
with first semester averages at .46 in the validating group and 
.32 in the cross-validating group, appeared to be more closely 
related to s.chool-of-nursing achievement than the subscores of 
five family items for which correlations of .42 and .27 were 
found in the validating and cross-validating groups respect-
ively.1 
The Gilmore unpublished study of M.I.T . male freshmen 
found a correlation between sentence completion test scores and 
fi r st term grades of .68 for the two hundred ninety-one students 
1 
Six level-of-aspiration items selected for subscores 
we r e: Item 7, I THINK MY FUTURE; Item 10, I AM DETERMINED; Item 
16, WHEN I SUCCEED; Item 20, ALL MY LIFE I; Item 26, WHEN I 
THINK OF MY FUTURE; and Item 37, I WOULD LIKE TO BE. Five fam-
ily items selected for subscores were: Item 4, AT HOME WE; Item 
8, FATHER; Item 13, MOTHER; Item 27, ONErs PARENTS; and Item 30, 
MY FAMILY. 
6o 
in the validating group and .54 for the two hundred ninety-
three students in the cross-validating group. Subscores for 
level-of-aspiration items were not determined in Gilmore's 
study , but the correlation between family item subscor es and 
first te r m grades was .54 in the validating group and .40 in 
the cr oss-validating group. 
In the pr esent investigation, the slightly highe r r e-
lationship between nursing student test scores and achievement 
may be explained on the basis of the sample. The nursing stu-
dents had made a vocational choice and were generally a more 
homogeneous group, all were women, and the categories of res-
ponse were different. 
Distribution of Test S cores 
There was a greater spread of test scores in the vali-
dating group than in the cross-validating group . It may be 
noted in Table 6 that the validating group had a total score 
No. 
151 
151 
Table 6 
GROUP DISTRIBUTION OF SENTENCE COMPLETION TEST SCORES 
ACCORDING TO RANGE, MEAN, AND STANDARD DEVIATION 
Range 
Standard 
Group Low High Mean Deviation 
Validating -5.2 15.2 1.21 6.32 
Cross-validating -4.9 14.7 1.29 4.84 
r ange of -5.2 to 15.2 with a standard deviation of 6.32. The 
cross-validating group ranged from -4.9 to 14.7 with a standard 
deviation of 4.84. The means of both test score ranges were 
positive, with the mean of the cross-validating group somewhat 
higher than the -mean of the validating group. The validating 
group appeared to differentiate achievers better than the cross-
validating group~ and this observation was substantiated by the 
higher validating group correlationwith first semester averages. 
The distribution of test scores in the seven partici-
pating schools varied considerably. Table 7 lists the mean , 
median~ mode and score range according to numbers of students 
in the validating and cross-validating groups in each school. 
School B, in the validating group, and School E in both groups, 
had no favored score interval, and therefore no single mode. 
School No . 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
26 
19 
22 
14 
43 
14 
13 
Table 7 
DIFFERENCES IN MODE, MEDIAN, MEAN AND RANGE OF 
SENTENCE COMPLETION TEST SCORES IN SCHOOLS 
Validating Group 
Range 
Cross-Validating Group 
Range 
Mode Median Mode No. Mode Median Mode 
-5.2 
-4.9 
-3. 
-4.4 
-5.2 
-5. 
-4. 
fJ+ .4 
/5.1 
/5.2 
f4. 
/4-5 /4.2 
/4.1 
I ·5 
fl. 
-1. 
- ·5 
- -5 
I ·5 I ·5 fl. 
- ·5 
I ·5 
- ·5 
- ·5 
Lmv High 
I .o1 25 -4.8 
I .33 21 -2.3 fl. 21 -3 . 
- .16 14 -2.4 
- .03 46 -4.3 
- ·57 12 -3 ·9 
1 .16 12 -2.1 
fl. 
/1.5 f2. fl. 
/1. 
I .5 
f :'5 fl. 
/1.5 
f ·5 
0 
0 
I ·5 
f .02 
/1. I .94 
I .39 
- .04 
I
I .Ol 
.17 
In the validating group , School B had the greater range 
and School G the lesser. School Chad the high mode of /1., and 
School D had the low mode of -1. School C had the high median 
score of /1. Low median scores in the -.5 interval were found 
in Schools D, F, and G. The high mean 't'vas fl. in School C and 
the low mean was -.57 in School F. It may be noted that School 
chad mean , median and mode of fl., and appeared to have the 
most highly motivated students in the validating group. The 
most poorly motivated validating group students seemed to be in 
Schools F and D. 
In the cross-validating group, the wider range of test 
scores was found in School E and the narrower range ~ms again 
in School G. School C again had the high mode, f2., and School 
G the low mode in the - . 5 interval. The high median score of 
-1.5 was in School C again , and low median scores were found in 
the zero interval in Schools E and F. School B had the high 
mean of fl. and School E the low mean of -. 04. School B 
I 
appeared to have the best motivation in this group, and School 
E, the least. 
The high test score in both validating and cross-valid-
ating groups was made by students with 92 averages, although 
there were two students in each group wi th averages of 93 . (In 
Appendix C may be found the list of sentence completion test 
scores with code numbers a r ranged according to first semester 
average of each student participating in this study.) In the 
validating group, a student in School D had the high test score 
of f5.2, followed by a School B student with f5.l. In the 
cross -validating group , the high score was f4.7 in School B, 
and the next high score of f3.9 was in School E. 
In the validating group there were three low scores of 
-5.2 made by students who withdrew from Schools A and E. Two 
scores of -5.1 were ear ned by students who withdrew from Schools 
E and F. In the cross-validating group, the low score of -4.8 
r epresented a student who ·withdrew from School A, and the next 
low score, -4.3, was made by a School E student with a first 
semester average of 83. At the end of the first clinical 
2 year , however, an average of 79 (twelve D's and one C) was re-
ported fo r this student. 
Test Scor es of /2. and Above 
Thir ty students (20%) of the one hundred fifty-one stu -
dents i n the validating group had sentence completion test 
scor es of /2. and above. Tv-1enty-four of the thirty students in 
this scor e range (84%) had first semester averages of 84 and 
above . The remaining six students (16%) had first semester 
averages between 79 and 83 . The test scores for these six stu-
dents were then considered in relationship to their grades at 
the end of the first clinical year . Table 8 indicates that at 
the end of the fi r st clinical year , the average of one student 
(representing 2% of the validating group score r ange) had 
dropped from 82 to 79, but fi ve of the aberrant students (14% 
of the validating group score range ) had raised their averages 
2The first clinical year begins at the end of the first 
semester and ends u-1hen the student has completed approximately 
eighteen months, or one-half , of the educational program. Six 
of the seven participating schools r eported grades at the end of 
the first clinical year . Although it is not within the scope of 
this study to attempt an evaluation of the relationship of moti-
vation as measured by the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test to 
grades beyond the first semester, in some cases information about 
some individualttest scores is offered in terms of grades at the 
end of tne f~rs clin~cal year. 
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School 
B 
B 
c 
E 
B 
B 
Table 8 
A COMPARISON OF SENTENCE COMPLETION TEST SCORES, 
FI RST SEMESTER AVERAGES, AND FIRST CLINICAL 
YEA R GRADES FOR SIX ABERRANT STUDENTS 
Test First Semester Grades, First 
Score Average Clinical Year 
f3.5 79 84.5 
/2.8 80 85 
/2. 81 84 
f3.5 82 79 
/2. 82 86 
/2.5 83 85.6 
to 84 or more, and offered some justification for high test 
scor es. It may be noted that four of the five students with 
increased achievement were in an apparently highly motivated 
class in School B. 
It may be recalled that twenty-two (15%) of the one 
hundred fif t y-one students in the cross-validating group had 
test scores of 12. and above, and all twenty-two (100%) had 
first semester averages of 84 and above. 
Test Scores of -1.5 or Less 
Thir ty-two (21%) of the one hundred fifty-one students 
in the validating group had sentence completion test scores of 
-1.5 or less, and all thirty-two (100%) had first semester aver-
ages of 85 or less. Twenty-one of the students in this score 
range (65%) were apparently poor risks because eleven withdrew 
from schools during the first semester and the r emaining ten 
had first semester averages between 75 and 80. Eleven validating 
group students in this score range (35%) had first semester 
averages ranging from 81 to 85. Additional information about 
the students in this category was found in gr ades that had been 
reported for the first clinical year. 
A compar ison of test scores, first semester averages, 
and first clinical year grades for the eleven validating group 
students with test scores of -1.5 or less and first semester 
averages between 81 and 85 is found in Table 9. It may be noted 
that at the end of the first clinical year one student (9%) had 
not been r eported . Three scores (27%) were misleading for stu-
dents who increased averages between 1.4 and 4.4 points, and one 
of these three increased her average in spite of a test scor e of 
Table 9 
TEST SCORES OF -1.5 OR LESS WITH FIRST SEMESTER 
AVERAGES RANGING FROM 81 TO 85 
Validating Group Cross-Validating Group 
Test Scor es FSA Grades FCY Test Scores FSA Grades FCY 
-3. 85 77 -1.9 85 83.8 
-1.8 84 * -2.2 85 77 
-2.3 84 83 -3.4 85 83 
-2. 6 84 83 -1.6 85 w 
-1.5 84 88.4 -1.5 85 84 
- 4. 8 83 84.4 -2.4 84 vl 
-2. 83 83 -2.1 83 78.4 
-1.5 83 83 -2.2 83 82.5 
-3.1 82 80.6 -4.3 83 77 .5 
-4.4 81 w -2. 83 88.4 
-3.2 81 83.3 -1.5 82 80 . 6 
-3. 82 80 . 6 
-1. 6 81 81 
-2.1 81 88 
Key: .FSA ••• First semester average 
FCY .•. First clinical year 
* ... Not reported 
W ••• Withdrew 
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-4.8. Four of the scores (36%) were significant for lower 
grades, although three of the four were lower by only one point. 
One score (9%) of -4.4 was highly significant for a student who 
withdrew during the first clinical year. 
When all thirty-two validating group students with test 
scores of -1.5 or less were considered, twenty-one (65%) were 
low achievers during the first semester: eleven withdrew from 
schools, and ten had averages between 75 and 80. By the end of 
the first clinical year, however, test scores in this range 
were of some significance for four more students (12.5%) who had 
lowered grades, highly significant for one student (3%) who 
withdrew, of no significance in two cases (6%) where averages 
remained the same, misleading with three students (12.5%) who 
had increased averages, and one student (2%) had not been re-
ported . 
Twenty-seven (18%) of the cross-validating group stu-
dents had sentence completion test scores of - 1.5 or less and 
all twenty-seven (100%) had first semester averages of 84 or 
less. Thirteen of the twenty-seven students (48%) appeared -to 
be poor risks in that eight withdrew from school by the end of 
the first semester, and five had first semester averages between 
75 and 80. Fourteen of the cross-validating group students in 
this test score range (52%) had first semester averages ranging 
from 81 to 85. Table 9 reveals that, by the end of the first 
clinical year, test scores appeared to be misleading for two 
students (14.3%), one of whom had a score of - 2 . 1 and increased 
her average from 81 at the end of the first semester to 88 at 
the end of the first clinical year. Scores were of some sig-
nificance, however, for nine students (63%) with lower grades, 
and highly significant for two students (14.3%) who withdrew 
from schools. 
Therefore, when all twenty- seven cross - validating group 
students with scores of -1.5 or less were considered, thirteen 
(48%) were low achievers during the first semester: eight stu-
dents withdrew from school, and five had averages between 75 
and 80 . By the end of the first clinical year, these test 
scores were significant for lowered grades in nine more students 
(34%), highly significant for two students who withdrew from 
school (7%), of no significance for one student (4%), and mis-
leading with two students who increased averages (7%). 
Withdrawals 
Twenty-three students withdrew from participating 
schools between the day the test was administered and the end 
of the first semester. A random sampling of withdrawals from 
schools placed eleven students in the validating group and 
twelve in the cross-validating group. 
No first semester grades were reported for six with-
drawing students in the validating group, but the remaining 
five withdrawing students had completed two or more subjects 
for which grades were available. One student with a sentence 
completion test score of -1.5 had a first semester average of 
91 for two completed subjects out of the eight subjects offered 
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in School G. Tlo,TO School F students, with sentence completion 
test scores of -3.6 and -5.2, had averages of 80 for two sub-
jects completed out of the twelve offe red. A student in School 
B with a sentence completion test score of -4.9 had an average 
of 80 for five completed subjects out of six, and one student 
with a sentence completion test score of -5.1 had an average of 
76 for all seven subjects offe red in School A. 
No grades were reported for eight of the twelve cross-
validating group students who withdrew f r om schools dur ing the 
first semester, but the remaining four students had earned 
grades i n one or more subjects. A School G student, with a 
sentence completion test score of -2.1, completed all eight sub-
jects offered with an average of 91. One student who had a 
sentence completion test sco r e of -.6 received a grade of 86 for 
one subject out of the eight subjects offered in School G. One 
s tudent in School F who had a sentence completion test score of 
-2.1 had a first semester average of 86 in ten of the twelve 
subjects she completed, and one School G student with a sentence 
completion test score of -.2 finished four of eight subjects 
with an average of 77. 
The sentence completion test scores of twenty-three 
students who withdrew from schools during the first semeste r 
are listed in Table 10 whe r e it may be noted that all scores 
a r e in the negative scale with the exception of one School E 
student who had the lowest possible positive score of /-.1. Test 
scores in the validating group ranged from -1.5 to -5.2 with 
over half of the scores below -4.5. Cross-validating group 
scor es ranged from /.1 to -4. 8, with mo r e than half the sco re s 
at - 2 . or below. 
Te st 
Table 10 
FIES T SEMESTEE vHTHDRAitJALS ACCORDING TO 
SENTENCE COf\1PLETION TEST SCORES 
Validating Group Cross-Validating 
Scores School Test Scores 
- - - ----
-1.5 G I .1 
-3. 5 A - . 2 
-3 . 6 F - .3 
-3. 6 E - .6 
-4 .l~ E -1. 8 
- 4. 9 B -2. 
-5.1 A -2. 1 
-5.1 E -2.1 
-5. 2 E -? ~ 
-·_, 
- 5.2 F ~3. 
-5. 2 A -3.2 
-4. 8 
-- ---------······-- ··--- ---·--·--
Gr oup 
School 
----
E 
G 
E 
c 
D 
A 
G 
F 
E 
A 
E 
A 
------
All of the valida ting group scores appeared to s uggest 
low achievement or withdrawal, with ten (90%) of the eleven 
scor es highly significant. In the cross-va lidating gro up , the 
four scores in tenths are probably of neglig ible significance, 
but eight ( 66r& ) of the twelve sco r es may be conside r ed highly 
signif icant. 
Some Differentiat_ing Items 
Sentence completion test re sponses revealed definite 
and measur ab l e differences betv-reen high achieve r s and low 
. 
ach ieve rs . The highest score that theoretically might have 
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been earned by a high achiever was fl0.3, while the highest 
score actually ear ned by a high achiever was f5.2. The lowest 
possible score for a low achiever was -10.1, and the lowest 
score received by a low achiever was -5.2. It may be seen that 
there was a considerable overlapping of answers , with no high 
a chie ver writing only high achiever responses, and no low 
achiever giving only low achiever responses. 
Although the following items stimulated some undis-
tinguishing r esponses, they a r e e xamples of items with category 
weights that diffe r entiated high and low achievers by seventeen 
to forty-two points . 
In Item 10, I AM DETERMINED TO, there were undistin-
guishing re sponses distributed throughout the achiever groups. 
These responses often referred to marriage, without mention of 
home or family, or they r eflected a dete rmination to be happy, 
or to improve personal characteristics, or to try to fulfill 
the expectations of others. An unqualified "I am dete rmined to 
do my best • was a common undifferentiating answer. 
The following responses, howeve r , were more characte r -
istic of one group than another. The high achiever far more 
fre quent ly said that she was dete r mined to be a good nurse, or 
she wanted to be a good nurse, wife and mother. She had made up 
her mind to do well in theory and prac t ice. Sometimes she did 
not ment ion nursing at all. She often said that she was dete r -
mine d to ge t marr ied and have a family, or that she expected to 
live a ful l l ife by giving and receiving many satisfactions. 
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On the other hand, the low achiever was determined to get 
better marks or to pass her subjects. Perhaps she had made up 
her mind to be cappedJ or to become a nurse (or a registered, 
graduate or professional nurse). She was often determined to 
make something of herself, or to be successful in nursing . 
Item 17, WHAT BOTHERS ME MOST, revealed a general and 
undistinguishing concern with grades and examinations, the 
opinions of others, and the attitudes of instructors and head 
nurses. Throughout the achiever groups, students were bothered 
by some of their personal characteristics, or by physical 
changes such as increase in body weight. 
The high achiever, however, was frequently bothered 
most because she felt she didn't study enough, or didn't have 
time to do the things she should do. She didn ' t like her gen-
eral feelings of inferiority, and wished she could resolve her 
questions about life after death. Sometimes it appeared hard 
for her to be away from home. 
The low achiever seemed to be anxious and insecure with 
answers that most frequently contained fear of failure or worry 
about the future. She was concerned about being capped, or 
wondered if she would ever get through the school of nursing. 
She was often upset by unhappiness, pain or distress in others, 
or fearful about world conditions. She was repelled by some 
characteristics , attitudes and opinions of others. For example, 
she said she was bothered by noisy or sloppy people, or those 
with body odor. She often referred to gossips, the narrow-
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minded, or those who 11 gripe, 11 cheat," 11 don 1 t finish things, " 
" " 
''think they know it all, 11 or •1try to act better than they are." 
Item 26, WHEN I THINK OF MY FUTURE, stimulated common 
but undistinguishing answers such as 11 I think of nursing" or 
"I see myself married 11-ri th a home and a family. u In all 
achiever groups the re were those that said thoughts of the 
future made them dream, or feel excited, or made them want time 
t o go faste r . 
The high achiever most often said that thoughts of the 
futu re made he r wonde r , or she expressed qualified optimism by 
saying something like ••I don't know what will happen but it's 
bound to be inte r'esting. 11 Sometimes she thought of being a 
good nur se, or of nursing plus marriage , home and family. Some-
times she did not respond at all. 
The low achiever, on the other hand , often said that 
thoughts of the future filled her with pleasur able feelings. 
She nglowed inside," or felt happy, or content and secur e . 
Sometimes it made her more ambitious and then she wanted to 
work har d, and sometimes it made her fearful and discouraged. 
Some low achievers said they hoped to become nurses , and othe r s 
said the future seemed "far away, " or thoughts of the future 
made them want to 1'hope and pray. 11 
Responses common to all achiever groups in Item 28, THE 
~AIN DRIVING FORCE IN MY LIFE , included many references to God, 
faith or religion, as well as to parents , or family and friends. 
In a ll achiever groups there were those who said their drive 
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came f r om a desire to please or r epay others , or to help othe r s . 
The high achiever frequently referred t o her ambition , 
determination, or to some inner force. Sometimes she said he r 
drive was supplied by thoughts of the future , or desire for 
happiness or love, or by he r desir e to be a mother , or a mother 
and a nurse . 
The low achiever often said t hat the main driving force 
in her life was to be come a nurse , or to better herself , o r to 
be successful. Sometimes she made no response to this item. 
Some low achievers referred to the desire for marriage , or 
nursing plus marriage , while others said tha t they wanted to 
11 be like others , " or 1feel secure . " 
In Item 27 , O.NE 1S PARENTS , the r e were a few students in 
all three achiever groups that did not r espond. In general, 
r esponses common to all achiever groups indicated a strong 
sense of duty . Students said that parents should be loved , 
r espected or appreciated, and that parents tried to guide , teach 
and advise their children. The high achieve r , however , often 
said that parents were an important influence, or t hat they were 
loved by thei r children , or that they were f riends , and helpful 
and unders t anding in times of stress . The lm'l achiever often 
made answers indicating that childr en cannot get along without 
parents , or that parents make children grow up to be what they 
are . These students often said that parents should try to help 
their children, should try to guide and should try to encourage . 
Sometimes they were ambivalent and said that while parents were 
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wonderful , they should not be so bossy; and sometimes they were 
critical and said that parents should not fight with each other~ 
or did not always know what was best . 
Item 13, MOTHER , brought forth common but undistinguish-
ing responses that referred to the friendliness , kindness or 
understanding of mother , as well as praise , admiration or respect 
for he r . But the high achiever most frequent l y said , ''mothe r 
is a wonderful woman, u or ''is the best in the vwrld . " She often 
said that she 11 loved mother, 11 or referred to mother as helpful, 
or interested, or encouraging. Some r eferred to domestic activ-
ities such as being a ugood cook, 11 or "raising five children," 
and others expressed concern about mother ' s health or welfare. 
The low achiever often said that she missed her mother, 
or that she looked or acted like mother . Sometimes she re -
ferred to the authority of mother with answers like uDid you 
call, mother? 11 Some indirect references were made, such as 
"she should respect her mother . 11 Some students referred to 
activities shared with mother, and others described mother in 
responses like 11 mother has curly hair.u 
In Item 8, when the word FATHER was given in the middle 
of a sentence, common but undistinguishing responses referred to 
fathe r 's friendship, his understanding, or kindness , or generos-
ity. Students in al l achiever groups often said that father wa s 
'Lv.ronderful. 11 
The superior student frequently said her father was 
"tops," or '1 one of the best," or she told of doing things with 
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father . Sometimes she said that father 11 worked hard, 11 or she 
a ssociated him with material goods in responses like " bought a 
new television set. u Some superior students were factual about 
father~ others referred to his interest in their activities, and 
still ot hers referred to thei r respect for father, or indicated 
expectation of pleasing him. 
The inferior student referred to father as an authority 
fi gur e with answers such as "I will be right in~ father, 11 or 
11 my father desires obedience.'' She often said that she loved 
father , or that he was dear or important to her. Sometimes she 
referred to father indirectly or ambivalently in responses like 
"Margie swept out the car while her father went to get some 
water to wash it~" and 11 my father says things that hurt but I 
think he really has my interest at heart." Some low achieving 
students mentioned unsuccessful efforts of father, some named 
fathe r 's vocation~ and others said they looked or acted like 
father. 
Characteristics of High Achievers and Low Achievers 
Exploration and analysis of sentence completion test 
responses indicated differences between the kinds of responses 
made by superior and inferior students of nursing in the sample. 
Hish Achievers. The high achiever was a young woman 
who usually indicated a positive faith in God and appeared to 
come from a family where religion was actively practiced. She 
was more interested in other people than in herself~ concerned 
with their happiness~ and sensitive to her obligations to others. 
She liked to be with friends, enjoyed patients as people, found 
most people "wonderful ," and appeared to cooperate with others 
and receive cooperation. She had a friendly, somewhat detached 
attitude toward boys, and appreciated their helpfulness as \lifell 
as their moral and intellectual qualities. 
She usually had positive relationships with one or both 
parents . Although her family may have been separated geographi-
cally, or in interests, she appeared to like them and they liked 
and were proud of her. At home the family worked together and 
members helped one another. Although she missed her family, she 
seemed to have the emotional maturity to take it in her stride. 
She was general ly optimistic, but also a realist . She 
was happy most of the time, and expected to be happy. She in -
tended to succeed, but she tried to do many things and some-
times failed. She did not like to fail in anything but accepted 
some failures as a part of living. She was relatively object ive 
about herself and life situations, and re cognized limitations 
more often than not. 
She was ambitious and seemed to feel a need for achieve-
ment . Her goa ls were frequently continuous and long term. She 
wanted to do well in school, be a good nurse and also a wife 
and mother, and then a grandmother. 
Her sentence completions were usually shorter, often 
qualified , but mor e definite, specific and positive . 
Low Achievers . The low achiever more frequently spoke 
of God as a demanding Being, but of'ten turned to Him for solace. 
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She frequently indicated poor relationships with one or both 
parents, and at times referred to one or both parents as author-
ity figures. She was anxious to please and appease her family, 
appeared to be extremely devoted to them, but revealed an over-
dependence upon their approval and emotional support. 
She \'taS subjective and somewhat passive in life . ~ SlvU-
ations, tended to take things personally, and often had her 
feelings hurt. She had relatively strong emotiona l fluctuations, 
frequently appeared to reflect the happiness or distress or 
others and seemed to need their advice, encouragement and good 
opinion. Although emotionally dependent on others, and often 
extremely concerned with opinions of others about herself, she 
frequently appeared to expect a great deal of her friends and 
of other people. She tended to be critical of the actions and 
attitudes of others, and although she tried to like people, she 
was often repelled by characteristics in others that she felt 
were undesirable. She had a strong desire to help others, 
often in order to lessen personal anxiety and as a means to 
establish more secure relationships. She frequently said that 
girls should be careful of the way they act . She had reser-
vations about being friendly with boys, but appreciated «good 
looks« and "nice clothes." 
She \<ras more unsure, indecisive and overly critical of 
herself . She worried over her personal characteristics and 
her moral qualities, and often seemed to allay uneasiness by 
attaching impo r tance to doing things at a certain time or in a 
certain way. She did not want to be different f r om othe r s. She 
did not want to be pointed out, or to be the first or last one. 
Her goals were frequently mor e immediate, diffuse and 
indefinite. She was anxious about success, worried about pass-
ing , and was fearful of failure. She often spoke of failure as 
a disgrace t o herself, he r family and friends. She wanted to 
be a nurse and ge t married . Although she less frequently re-
ferred to being a mother or a grandmother, she sometimes appeared 
to seek reflected superiority from these states. 
Mental activity often tired her. She frequently 
appeared impractical, and did not take most of the r esponsibil-
ity for her own actions. She appeared to be an immature , 
anxious , dependent young woman. From her current frame of ref -
erence she looked backward with nostalgia, described he r child-
hood as "happy and car efree," and looked to the future for 
personal and financial secur ity. 
Sentence completions of the low achiever tended to be 
longer , more vague and more negative. They were frequently un-
qualified except by "can,u 11 should, 11 "try," or 11 hope . " 
Emotional Health and Achievement 
Although generalizations about the achieving nursing 
student appear ed to de scribe many of the attributes of an 
emotionally healthy person, it does not follow that the superior 
student is ·inevitably a well -adjusted individual. Sentence com-
pletion s of high achievers revealed many emotional problems. 
The regime ntat i on and authoritarianism of some hospital schools 
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appeared to be accepted by some superior students as necessary 
(if annoying ) accoutrements to nursing education; while fo r 
other superior students this environment seemed to provide 
enough security, personal inte r est and emotional support to re-
l ease achievement . Among the high achievers as a group, school-
of-nursing achievement gave them satisfaction, or was at least 
an area r elatively free from anxiety. 
The lm'l achiever presented a less healthful e motional 
adjustment. Some emotional problems appeared deeper and more 
diffuse, although in individual cases the adjustment appea re d 
to equal that of some superior students. The impo r tant facto r 
was, however, that at least some of the emotional involvement 
of the inferior student blocked the path to nursing school 
achievement. 
She seemed les s secure, and more vulnerable to authori-
tarian directives, criticism, or any other form of environmental 
dynamics that might be subjectively interpreted as rejection. 
Rejection aroused her multitude of defense mechanisms and gener-
ated anxiety. A person does not work as productively in an 
area where there is anxiety as in an area that is relatively 
free f r om anxiety. Because she was preoccupied with defensive-
ness, she was not receptive to learning situations; and because 
of he r tendency to hold on to everything as a means of defense, 
probably found it difficult to give back learnings that she did 
re ceive. Being a r igid pe r son, she assimilated learning more 
slowly and adjustments in he r behavio r occurred more slowly. 
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To the low achiever go sympathy and support of the group , 
as well as increased attention from faculty members. Being a 
dependent, passive person, the low achiever was not motivated 
to get good grades that would set her apart from the group, de-
prive her of group sympathy and support , and inc rease he r self-
r esponsibility . Although complete failure may or may not have 
been subconsciously desired, the steps towar d it were satisfy-
ing. Even complete failure was sometimes less threatening than 
achievement. 
Limitations of the Study 
The current pr eliminary investigation was confined to 
an exploration of Gilmore Sentence Completion Test responses 
for me asurable relationship to achievement during the first sem-
este r in the pursing schools in the sample. The Gilmore Sentence 
Completion Test was administered to thr ee hundred two f r eshmen 
women in seven New England hospital schools of nursing between 
Decembe r 13, 1954, and January 21, 1955. On the day the test 
was a dministered, some students qad been in school twelve weeks, 
and othe r s had been in school up to nineteen weeks. 
The scor ing key was constructed from statistica lly dif -
fe r entiat ing r esponses of one hundred fifty-one students who 
r e presented approximately half of the distribution of fi r st 
se mester averages in each school. Five stat istically signifi -
cant categor ies were omitted from the scor ing key . Four of the 
categories were omitted because they contained fewer than five 
answers distributed in achiever groups so that the weights were 
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app r oximately three points or less. The fifth category omitted 
from the scoring key was in Item 24 and referred to the re -
ligious benefits of pain . Although it contained ten responses 
and had a statistical weight of 112., it was omitted because all 
r esponses were from School E, and seemed to be out of proportion 
to answers given by students in other schools. Further investi-
gation may reveal, however, that the weight of this category 
had real significance . 
The scoring key was constructed in order to establish 
the validity of the sentence completion test in the sample in-
vestigated, and therefore no inter-scorer reliabilit y was estab-
lished. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
The correlation between first semester averages and 
Gilmore Sentence Completion Test sco r es of one hundred fifty-
one cross -validating group students was .58. This marked re -
lationship indicated the empirical validity of the test in the 
sample. 
A correlation of .76 was found between fi r st semester 
ave rages and test scores of one hundred fifty-one validating 
group students. The higher relationship in the validating 
group was expected because category weights had been determined 
by validating group performance in relationship to test 
responses. 
Subscores obtained from five items that brought forth 
content related to family relationships were compared with first 
semester averages with the resulting correlations of .42 in the 
1 
validating group and .27 in the cross-validating group. 
The subscores of six items that stimulated statements of 
aspiration correlated with first semester averages at .46 in the 
validating group and .32 in the cross-validating group. 2 It 
1 The five family items used may be seen in Appendix A 
as Items 4, 8, 13, 27, and 30. 
2The six level-of - aspiration items may be seen in Appen-
dix A as Items 7, 10, 16, 20, 26, and 37 . 
appeared that level-of-aspirat ion items were more significant 
than family items, but that neither group of items was nearly 
so significant as the whole test. 
The distribution of test scores indicated a wider 
spread in the validating group than in the cross-validating 
group , and a variation from school to school. The high test 
scores in both groups were made by students with averages of 92 
for the first semester. In the validating group, a student in 
School C had the high score of f5.2, followed by a School B stu-
dent with f5.1. In the cross-validating group, the high score 
was f4. 7 in School B, and the next high score of f3.9 was in 
School E. Low scores in the negative scale were -5.2 mad~ by 
three validating group students who withdrew from Schools A and 
E. In the cr oss-validating group, the low score of -4.8 repre-
sented a student who withdrew from School A. 
When test scores and first semester averages were com-
pared for achieving students, a test score of f2. and above 
appeared to be highly significant. Twenty-two (15%) of the one 
hundred fifty-one students in the cross-validating group had 
test scores of f2. and above, and all twenty - two (100% ) had 
first semester averages of 84 and above. Thirty students (20%) 
of the one hundred fifty-one students in the validating group 
had test scores of -2. and above, and twenty-four of the thirty 
-
students in this score range (84%) had first semester averages 
of 84 and above. The remaining six students (16%) had first 
semester averages between 79 and 83, but by the end of the first 
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clinical year the test scores of ~2. and above earned by these 
six aberrant students were significant for five of them (14%) 
who had raised averages to 84 or more~ and misleading for one 
student (2%). 
In the negative scale, all students in both groups with 
test sco r es of -1. 5 or less (100%) had first semester averages 
of 85 or less. 
Thirty -two (21%) of the one hundred fifty-one validating 
group students were in this score range~ and this relatively 
low score appeared to indicate low a chievement in twenty-one of 
the thirty - two (65%) because eleven withdrew f r om school and 
ten had first semester averages between 75 and 80. Eleven 
validating group students in this score range (35%) had first 
semester averages ranging from 81 to 85. By the end of the 
first clinical year, however , test scores in this range were 
significant for withdrawal in one case and for lower grades in 
four cases (15.5%), of no significance for two students (6%) 
whose averages remained the same, misleading for three students 
(12.5%) who had increased averages, and one student had not been 
reported (2%) . 
Twenty-seven (18%) of the cross-validating group stu -
dents had test scores of -1.5 or less and thirteen of the 
twenty -seven (48%) appeared to be poor risks in that eight with-
drew from school by the end of the first semester, and five had 
first semester averages between 75 and 80. Fourteen of the 
cross - validating group students in this test score range ( 52%) 
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had first semester averages ranging from 81 to 85, but by the 
end of the first clinical year their test scores of -1.5 or less 
became significant for withdrawal in two cases and for lowered 
gr ades in nine cases (41%), of no significance for one student 
(4%), and misleading with two students who increased averages 
(7%). 
When test scores of twenty-three withdrawing students 
were examined, all of the validating group scores appeared to 
suggest low achievement or withdrawal, with ten of the eleven 
scores of -3.5 or less (91%) highly significant. In the cross-
validating group, four of the twelve scores seemed to be of no 
significance, but the eight scores of -1.8 or less (66%) 
appeared to be highly significant. 
Conclusions 
1. Gilmore Sentence Completion Test responses, as cate-
gorized and weighted in this study, correlated with first semes-
ter averages of participa ting dtudents at .76 in the validating 
gr oup and at .58 in the cross-validating group indicating a 
marked relationship. 
2. A test score of f2. and above was made by fifty-eight 
(19%) of the participating students. It indicated first semes-
ter averages above 84 for 100% of the validating group and for 
84% of the cross-validating group in this score range. 
3. A test score of -1.5 or less was made by fifty-nine 
(19.5%) of the students in the sample, and all students in this 
scor e range (100%) had first semester averages under 85. 
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4. For 65% of the validating group and for 48% of the 
cross -validating group, test scores of -1.5 or less were related 
to withdrawal or first semester averages under 80 . 
5. Test scores of withdrawing students appeared to be 
highly significant for 91% of the withdrawing students in the 
validating group and for 66% of the withdrawing students in the 
cross-validating group. 
6. The cross-validating group correlation of .58 between 
Gilmore Sentence Completion Test responses and first semester 
averages indicated an empirical validity which suggests that 
further investigation of motivation to achievement in schools 
of nursing may establish a selection tool that, combined with 
current pre-entrance test batteries, may help to choose candi-
dates who are not only able to achieve , but motivated to achieve. 
Recommendations for Further Study 
It is recommended that further studies, based on data 
accumulated in the present investigation, be undertaken by the 
Boston University School of Nursing in col£ boration with Gil-
more . 
Further investigation should indicate the re lationship 
of Gilmore Sentence Completion Test Scores of all tested stu -
dents to averages after eighteen months in the schools' edu-
cational programs, and later, to composite scores on licensure 
examinations. Then, test responses -might be reva luated and the 
scoring key revised to include statistically significant response 
categories with long-range weights determined on the basis of 
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scores in licensure examinations . When inter-scorer reliabil-
ity had been determined, it would then be possible to suggest 
the predictive value of Gilmore Sentence Completion Test sco r es 
in terms of licensed nurses graduated by the participating 
schools. 
Because the tests in this study were administered dur-
ing the t welfth to the nineteenth week of the first semeste r , 
t he content of many responses seemed to be influenced by the 
presence of the student in the individual school. It is the r e-
fore r ecommended that research be undertaken with the pu r pose 
of helping schools of nursing, collegiate as well as diploma , 
select students with adequate motivation to graduate and become 
licensed nurses. 
To accomplish this purpose, at least one method seems 
to be pr omising. If the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test were 
administered to a large number of applicants to schools of nurs -
ing in r elatively representative parts of the United States, 
weights established for test responses on the basis of perform-
ance of all entering students during the first semester , and 
inter-scorer reliability sought, it appears that schools of 
nursing might have a valuable selection tool in that most with-
dr awa ls take place by the end of the first semester. If the 
investigation were continued, and the value of test responses 
we re related to licensure examination scores, it is possible 
tha t a long-range measurement of motivation indicated by res-
ponses to items in the Gilmore Sentence Completion Test might 
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prove to be a valuable a ddit i on to pre-entrance test batteries. 
It is r ecommended that a desirable composition of pre -
entrance test batteries be investigated when a comparatively 
valid measure of motivation to achie vement in nursing school is 
included. It is possible that an intellectual measure plus a 
measure of motivat ion would yield correlations with actual 
nursing school performance as high as would be found if achieve-
ment tests in science~ mathematics~ and reading comprehension 
were included. 
It is recommended that Gilmore Sentence Completion Test 
responses of students in schools of nursing be investigated from 
the guidance viewpoint. It would be interesting to know to what 
extent students who appear to be poorly motivated~ in relation-
ship to performance and to the distribution of test scores in 
the individual school, would increase their level of perform-
ance and their test score with intensified guidance. 
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APPENDIX A 
EXPERIMENTAL COPY 
Name ________________________________ _ Date __________________________ __ 
GIUv10RE SENTENCE COMPLETION TEST 
In this test you are to finish the sentence from the suggested word or phrase. Make a 
good complete sentence but do not work too long making it perfect. If the suggested w.ord 
occurs in the middle of the line, you may place it wherever you wish in your sentence . 
...,. The test is not tinned but it is necessary to keep working in order to finish within the 
, session. Allow about 7 minutes to a page. 
1, The best thing that I 
2. Fellows 
3. Teachers who 
4, At home we 
5, I do not like to be 
6. The most important thing to me 
7. I think my future 
8. father 
9. Quizzes and examinations 
1 0. I ar.n determined 
~· The most important influence in my life 
12. I want to know 
Published by John V. Gilmore, Boston, Massachusetts 
Copyright 1953 -John V. Gilmore 
13. mother 
~14, What pleased me most 
15. I think that life is 
1 6. When I succeed 
17. What bothers me most 
18. I am happy when 
19. I am held back from doing what I want because 
20. All my life I 
21. When things are against me 
22. What keeps me going 
23. time 
24. If I could only 
25. To me people 
26. When I think of my future 
97 
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3. 
2 7. One's Parents 
28. The main driving force in my life 
29. I think that girls 
30. My family 
31 . When I am 65 
32. I get tired 
33. It is impossible 
34. pain 
35. I am dependent upon 
36, If I fail 
3 7. I would like to be 
38. I dream of the time 
40. When I was a child 
Acknowledgment is hereby made to the pioneer works of Dr. A. F. Payne, Miss Amanda 
R. Rhode, Miss Gertrude Hildreth, D:t. Morris I. Stein, Dr. Julian B. Rotter, Mrs. Dorothy 
King and others for their contributions to the field of Sentence Completion Testing. 
APPE:f\IDIX B 
SCORING KEY, GILMORE SENTENCE COMPLETION TEST 
(Temporary weights obtained on validating group in present stud~r) 
ITEM 1 . THE BEST THING THAT I 
High Achiever 
References to a particular phase of nursinW: 
11lrJorking on the wards," "giving an enema . 
References to something specific: 11 have read 
was Gone with the Wind~" "like on T .V., is 
the George Gobel Show . 1 
Reading in general 
Sewing 
Be an R.N. 
Friends, being with people 
Sleep 
References to religion , philosophy: "possess is 
salvation, 11 11 religion,u 11 know is to love one 
another." 
Average Achiever 
References 1o athletic skills: "can do is swim." 
References to knitting, relaxing, eating 
References to nursing education: "ever did was 
Temporary 
Weight 
112. 
111.27 
f 5.69 
f 5.27 
f 3 . 19 
f 3.19 
f 3.19 
f 2. 4 
to enter this school of nursing,"~~ike is school." 0 
Low Achiever 
References to helping others: "can do is to get 
my R.N. and serve humanity," 11 like is to do 
good for others. 11 
Cooking: ''can do is cook . 11 
Music: 11 like is music, 11 11 like to do is listen 
to music." 
References to negative attitudes: "have done 
is not good enought'lu 11 have learned is to forget 
wrongs done to me. 1 . 
References to week-ends, vacation , freedom, fun 
References to being outdbors: 11 enjoy is the 
outdoors," 11 like is outdoor activities . " 
Parties, dancing 
- 5.28 
- 5. 
- 3 . 26 
- 3.26 
- 3.19 
- 3 . 19 
- 2. 91 
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ITEM 2. FELLOWS 
High Achiever 
Intellectual observations: "went to my high 
school," "was a writer," "are good patients.~ 
Moralizing . statements, positive or negative: 
•
1who are polite are well-liked," "who go to 
church regular ly seldom misbehave, 11 ' 1who 
fool around all the time will be sorry. tt 
Descriptive of fact: 11were rowing down the 
Charles,u 11 in service are often lonely, " 
"that live .near us have families of their own. 11 
Are friends, companions (not ucan be") 
References to helpfulness: "are good and give 
you anything they can," uhelp me to feel 
secure, u 11 are helpful.u 
Fun 
Average Achiever 
Positive qualities related to personality or 
intellect that appeal to writer: "who act 
1 ike gent lemen are nice to go out with, tt 
"who are quiet are the nicest," 11who a re talk-
ative impress me the most." . 
Temporary 
Weight 
I 8.7 
I 6 . 98 
~ 5.28 
T 5.27 
~ 3.26 
T 2.12 
Derogatory remarks: "are fools, 11 11 bore me. 11 
References to scarcity: "se ldom seen in our parlor . " 0 
Low Achiever 
Factual with reference to sports: "play sports," 
•
1who play football must be in good . condition. 11 
Positive physical characteri stics or fashions 
that appeal to writer: "who dress nicely are 
appealing,n 11 who a r e short are the most fun," 
11who are tall and strong appeal to me.u 
Nice 
ITEM 3. TEACHERS WHO 
High Achiever 
Like, are interested in students 
References to strict, demanding teachers : 
'' demand attention seem to teach the most , " 
"are strict get the most back in exams," 
11 are perfectionists are not well liked." 
References to age of teacher: "are older are 
crabby, 11 11 are young in heart and up to date 
are the best," t~about our own age are nice.d 
References to other personality traits: ushow 
no leadership are hard to respect, 11 "act . human 
are my favorites, " "have a nice way.'.' 
References to friendly, understanding . teachers 
- 8 .12 
- 5-53 
- 3.26 
f 8.98 
I 8.68 
f 5.27 
~ 3.26 
T 2.82 
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Average Achiever 
References to teachers who do explain ~ do 
not explain 
_eferences to teachers who yell 
References to manner of speech: 
softly are hard to hear," Pdry 
bore me . '' 
Low Achiever 
at students 
"talk 
talke r s, 
Com-olaints about unfair teachers: "have pets 
are annoyin~ JII 11 take OUt a bad mood On StUdent 
are unfai r . 
Praise for firm , understanding teachers 
References to quizzes and examinations 
References to sar castic teachersJ smiling 
teachers and those with a sense of humo r 
References to t eachers who like to teach, or 
to knowledge of or preparation of subject 
ITEM 4. AT HOME WE 
High Achiever 
Reference s made to doing things together: 
11work together,u 11 get together in the evening." 
Wor k and relax togethe r 
Watch T.V. 
He l p eac h other, cooperate 
Eat 
No answer 
References to differences from school: 11 don ' t 
have to get up at 5 A.M." 
Have fun 
Average Achiever 
Factual description : "like to play gamesJ 11 
"pop corn in the fireplace , 11 "'pick apples . 11 
Happy 
Low Achiever 
References to ce lebrating or not celebrating 
holidays. 
Eating or not eating at a certain time . 
Eat and sleep : "eat and sleep." 
Refe r ences to talking about experiences 
Do things at a certain time: 11 go to bed at 
11 P.M.," "go to church every Sunday, 11 do , or 
don't do things in a certain way: Hnever eat 
without a prayer first," 11 a lways plan and 
schedule for the coming week . 11 
Re lax 
Temporary 
V.feight 
0 
- 5.28 
- 5.27 
- 3.19 
- 3.19 
- 2.12 
f
f 8 . 68 
3.26 
1
1 
3.19 
3.19 
ff 3.19 3 . 19 
~ 2. 91 2 . 12 
0 
- 5. 69 
- 5 . 53 
- 5.27 
- 3 .26 
- 3 . 26 
- 2.91 
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ITEM 5. I DO NOT LIY~ TO BE 
High Achiever 
References to physical sensations: "cold," 
"tickled. 11 
References to forced activity: "pushed into 
things," "forced to do something." 
Watched . . . 
Unprepared: 11 called on when I don't know the 
lesson," 11 handle l.oJork unless I know it well. u 
Idle , inactive, lazy. 
Embarrassed before others, yelled at: "cor-
rected in front of a group of people," "repri-
manded in public, 11 u screamed and hollered at . 11 
Average Achiever 
Alone , late, bossed 
Low Achiever 
References to mental states or traits displeas-
ing to writer: 11 a pessimist," 11 angry , '* nselfish 11 
Hurried 
No answer 
Away from home 
Different, pointed out in a crowd, the last one 
or the first one 
ITEM 6 . THE MOST IMPORTANT THING TO ME 
High Achiever 
References to the happiness of others 
Being a good nurse 
References to personal happiness: 11 is to have 
a happy 1 ife. '' 
References to religion or philosophy: "my Lord, 
Jesus Christ, 11 11 my church," ''my faith in God," 
1
'my salvation." . 
Goal, purpose in life 
References to education: ''my studies, 11 11 getting 
a good education." 
Average Achiever (no characteristic responses) 
Low Achiever 
Finish training 
Nursing: "is to be a nurse," "is nursinij·'' 
References to moral qualities in self: to 
love everyone,u 11 to become a better person.n 
Graduation: nis to graduate. 11 
References to boy friend or fianc6 
Temporary 
Weight 
I 5.69 
~ 5.27 5. 
~ 3.26 3.26 
f 2.40 
0 
- 6.27 
- 5 .27 
- 5. 
- 3.19 
- 2.91 
j 8. 87 8.43 
.;. 5. 27 
~ 3.19 2.83 
.;. 2.12 
- 5.69 
- 5.53 
- 5. 27 
- 4.95 
- 3.19 
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ITEM 7. I THINK MY FUTURE 
High Achiever 
Optimistic, conditional: 11 has possibilities of 
being pretty good," "has a hopeful outlook," 
"will be happy if I succeed." . 
Contingent on self: 11 lies within myself," "de -
pends on what I do now," uwhat I make it. u 
In Divine hands: 11 is known only to God, 11 1.1will 
be as God wills ... 
Exciting, fun 
No answer 
Average Achiever 
Conditionally optimistic with reference to 
nursing: uwill be happy if I can be an R.N.,« 
"will hold a lot if I keep my marks up. 11 
Low Achiever 
Bright, promising 
References to being undecided, vague: ttquite 
indefinite, 1 'seems miles away. 11 
Important 
References to negative attitudes: "not in nurs-
ing, '' 11wi 11 make me tired. 11 
Secure : ''assured by becoming a nurse," "well 
planned." 
ITEM 8. FATHER 
High Achiever 
Temporary 
Weight 
-1 9.74-
-f 8.68 
~ 5.53 3.19 
.;. 3.19 
0 
- 8.97 
- 8.13 
- 5.28 
3.26 
- 3.19 
Positive comparison: " one of the best," Utops ." 
References to shared activities: "takes us 
fishing," "and I worked together, n "and I, 
went Christmas shopping." . f 
Factual: 11 has brown hair,n ttis named tt -f 5.53 5.28 
3.19 Associated .with material goods: "bought a new . car.u-f 
References to pleasing father: ttwill be proud of . 
me if I am an R . N~, 11 ttwas pleased with the 
letter from school. 11 
Industrious, hard worker 
References to interest shown by father 
References to father as a teacher, respect father 
Average Achiever 
Understanding, friend, kind 
Wonderful, generous, sense of humor 
References to mother and father 
Low Achiever 
References to father as an authority figure 
Love father, very dear 
Indirect references (may employ "his 11 or "her~': 
~ ~afathe~r 1 1 can be a big help, u "her father called for her 
-f 2.91 
fl-.;. 2. 91 2. 83 
2.83 
0 
-11.27 
- 8.87 
- s.69 
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Ambivalent references 
Identification, look or act like father 
Non-affect : 11 died in 1949. 11 . 
Important . 
Efforts of father not always successful 
References to a specific vocation: "was in the 
navy , " "owns a plumbing shop/1 11 is a lawye r ," 
"wanted to be an M.D." , 
ITEM 9. QUIZZES AND EXAMINATIONS 
High Achiever 
Necessary, but annoying or difficult: "have 
their place but they are a pain.'' 
References to being a problem, annoyance: 
ubother me . 11 
Helpful to student 
Tend to be, usually, or often are worrisome~-> 
frightening, trying 
Of doubtful value: "seem unnecessary fi" "are 
not always a computation of ability. ' . 
Worrisome under specific conditions: "when I 
should know the material and don't." , 
Do not bother me. 
Average Achiever (no characteristic responses) 
Low Achiever · 
Factual: "are tests of knowled~e," "are in 
abundance in nursing school," are necessary 
for teaching." 
Unqualified and direct references to being 
frightening, worrisome, upsetting: "make me 
nervous,'' 11 scare me." 
Difficult, hard. 
Unpleasant: "are not to my liking,'' "are things 
nobody looks forward to." 
Frequency recommended. 
Important (unqualified) 
ITEM 10. I AM DETERMINED 
High Achiever 
To be a good nurse. 
References to doing 11 my bestu in nursing: 11 do 
the best I can while I'm in training," "do my 
best in my studies." 
References to nursing plus 
11 to be a good nurse, wife 
ish training and then get 
marriage, home, family: 
and mothe r u "to fin-
' married." . 
Temporary 
V.leight 
- 3.26 
- 3.19 
- 3.19 
- 2.83 
- 2.83 
- 2.4 
fl2. 
~ 7.38 6. 
I s.69 
I 5.53 
~ s. 2.12 
-12.23 
- 8.71 
- s.69 
- 3.19 
- s. 
- 2.82 
f20.15 
..;. s. 53 
.;. 3.19 
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References to living a full life: ''put enough 
into life to get a lot out of it ~ " . "give and 
receive many P.leasures and satisfactions in 
life . " 
Temporary 
~!eight 
References to motherhood : 11 to have a family of 
6 boys and 6 girls . " 
Graduate 
Average Achiever (no characteristic responses) 
Low Achiever 
R~ferences to passing: uto pass my subjects . 11 
References to being successful: "win , 11 "make 
something of myse l f," 11 reach my goal in . life. 11 
References to increasing learning skills: 11 get 
better marks, 11 "read more than I do now.'' . 
References made to success in nursing: "to 
become a successful nurse 0
11 
"study hard .to 
be successful in nursing . 1 
To be capped, a nurse, a registered, or pro -
fessional nurse. 
ITEM 11. • THE MOST IMPORTANT INFLUENCE IN MY LIFE 
High Achiever• 
References to environment: 11has been my surround-
ings," ttis not one thing, but my complete environ-
ment . " 
References to father: "was mr. father 1 s friendship'' 
References to one activity: 'working as a nurs -
ing aide, 11 ''reading . " 
References to "myself": ''my determination to do 
well," "my ambition.'' 
Unknown: ttisn 1t any few things,t' 11 is not known 
to me. u · 
References to family plus religion: 11 my fami ly 
a nd my religion , 11 "my parents and my Catholic 
school training." 
A ve rag_e Achiever 
References to par ents, home, family. 
Refe rences to mother: ''is my mothe r . 11 
Low Achiever 
Friends: ~- 1 are my friends." 
References to a specific friend: 11 is my room-
mate , " "was my high school biology teacher, 11 
11 my boy friend." 
References to a religious person or persons: 11 the 
minister of my church," "Father , 11 "re-:-
ligious people." . . 
References to nursing , nursing school, career: 
"is my instructors," 'is becoming a nurse , " 11 is 
my career in nursing. 1.1 
f 3.19 
~ 2.83 2.12 
- 8.98 
- 8.91 
- 8.87 
- 5. 53 
- 3.19 
~ 5.69 3.26 
I 3 . 19 i 
f 3.19 
I 3 . 19 T 
f 2.12 
0 
- 8.43 
- 5. 28 
- 3.19 
- 2.12 
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I1'EM 12. I WANT TO KNOVJ 
High Achiever 
References to general information restricted in 
scope: 11 more than I do now ::~ " "exactly what I 
am supposed to do," "quite a . few things." 
References to general . information about nursing : 
11 all I can about nursing," uhow to be a good 
nurse . 11 . 
References to the social sciences , psychology or 
psychiatry: 11why people have urges and inclin-
ations," "how to treat people who are ill . " 
Heferences to knowing more about life or the 
world. 
References to knowing more about self' : 11 the 
rights and wrongs of my pers onal i ty . u 
References to becoming a nurse: 11 if I 111 ever 
be a nurse," 11 if I ' m capable of becoming a good 
nurse . " 
References to opinions of others about self: 
"what people think of me, " 11 if Peter w~ll write 
to me . " 
Average Achiever 
References to school policies or regulations: 
'~why we can ' t have heat on the third floor , " 
"why we can ' t watch T.V. until 11 P. M. on 
Temporary 
'\flei~ 
f 5 . 69 
f 5.69 
.;. 5.53 
.;. 5.53 
f 3.19 
f 2 . 91 
f 2.91 
Friday nights. 11 0 
Low Achiever 
References to unlimited general i nformation: 
"about everything i n the world." - 9. 74 
References showing concern with nursing achieve-
ment : 11 if I 'll ever get through this course , " 
"if I will ever get accustomed to my new floor . 11 - 8 . 68 
Pe r sonal questions : 11 where I can find my note -
book , " 11when We are going t o move . " - 5.69 
Refe r ences containing criticism of actions or 
. attitudes of others: 11why some people are so 
two - faced, 11 ''why some teachers ye 11 at us . " - 3. 19 
References inquiring about the future : "what lies 
.ahead for me, u 11 who my future husband will be ::~ u 
11 if I ' ll be capped. 11 - 2 . 91 
Religi ous references : "more about the Bible," 
11 how to follow the commandments," "how to be .a 
bette I' person . 11 - 2. 40 
ITEM 13 . MOTHER 
High Achiever 
vlonderful: "is a wonderful woman," 11 is wonderful" 
Positive comparison: 11 is the best in the world . " 
/ 12 . 05 
f 8.87 
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Temporary 
References to conce rn about mother: "I am 
worried about mother," "should see a doctor," 
"has had a serious operation." 
Domestic activities: -"is the best cook around, " 
''has raised five children. 11 
Love mother, very dear 
Factual: 11 is named , " "shops in toV>m, 11 
"was born . in Michigan." 
References to a helpful, encouraging or inter-
ested mother 
Average Achiever 
Praise, admiration , respect fo r mother 
References to mother and father 
Lmv Achiever 
Resemble mother 
Miss mother: "I wish my mother were near here. 11 
References to approval or authority of mother: 
''is pleased with my grades so far,'' 11 Did you 
call, mother? u 
Shared activities: "and I enjoy being together," 
"and I work well together,'' 11 and I vvent to the 
movies." 
Physical . description~ 11 1ooks years younger than 
s he is, 11 ''has curly hair, 11 "is very attractive. 11 
Indirect . references: 11 her mother is pretty." 
ITEM 14. 1NHAT PLEASED ME MOST 
High Achiever 
References to vacation or travel: uwas my trip to 
Washington, D.C.," "was my vacation in 1tlisconsin1t 
Specific refer~nces to family affairs: "was see-
ing my sisters on Christmas morning," "was the 
day I got a baby sister." . 
References to liking nursing: "not being dis-
appointed in nursing," "startin§ training and 
finding that I really .enjoy it. · 
Helping others: ttwas helping the patients," 
11 was talking to patients and helping them. 1.1 
References to the cooperation or helpfulness of 
others: "at work was cooper·ation, u 11 about the 
hospital was the way the patients wanted to help" 
Average Achiever (no characteristic responses) 
Low Achiever 
No answer 
References to the happiness, pleasure or comfort 
of others: · "was when my family went on a vacation 
last week," ''was to see a patient comfortable. 11 
References to .boy friend or fianc6. 
1tJe ight 
.;. 5.69 
~ 5. 53 5.27 
.;. 3.26 
.;. 2.82 
0 
- 5.69 
- 5.53 
- 5. 53 
5.53 
- 3·.26 
- 2.40 
f 8.43 
.;. 5. 69 
1- 3.26 
I 3. 19 
f 3.19 
- 8 .12 
- 5.53 
- 5.53 
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References to material goods including pets: 
11 my red formal, 11 "the puppy my brother gave me." 
Passing 
References to pleasing others~ making them proud: 
"was having them proud of me,u 11was her happi-
ness when she learned of rny decision." 
ITEM 15. I THINK THAT LIFE IS 
High Achiever 
Qualified references to worth living~ wonderful, 
or beautiful: ubeautiful if lived correctly, 1' 
uwor·th living 'i!Jhen one has a goal. 11 
Factual: "the life of any student." 
Important, . precious~ dear 
References to being a preparation for death: 
"is a trial run before heaven," "a way to gain 
your place in heaven." 
References to being a challenge: uunknown 
situations to be conquered. " 
Average Achiever 
References to being hard or serious, but worth it. 
Low Achiever 
References to being what you make it: "will give 
back what you put into it u "what you make it." 
Interesting (not qualified) . 
Wonderful, fun, or exciting: unqualified 
Wonderful, fun, or exciting used with the quali-
fying wor.ds: "can be, n u should be," 11 sometimes , " 
"often," uusually." 
References . to a sense of humor needed: tttaken 
with a smile. 11 
No answer. 
References to being confusing, or comolicated: 
••complex which makes it interesting,'' "confus-
ing, but wonderful when you can figure . it out, " 
"complicated. n 
ITEM 16. \'!HEN I SUCCEED 
High Achiever 
References to helping or repaying others: "I 
want to help others do the same 11 11 I want to 
repay those who have helped me,lt "help my 
brother thru college. 11 , 
Travel references: ''want to go out west. 11 
Heferences, in the present tense, to fee ling 
good, happy: '1it gives me a glow," "I 'm very 
pleased with myself. H 
Temporary 
Weight 
- 4.95 
- 3.19 
- 2 . 91 
~ 8.68 4.10 I 3.26 r 
.;. 3.26 
.;. 3.19 
0 
- 6.27 
- 5-53 
- 4.95 
3.26 
- 3.19 
- 2.91 
- 2.12 
fl2.05 I 8.68 
I s.28 
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References to pe r sonal characteristics: ~ w ill 
probably get conceited, u •'hope I don ' t get 
high-br owed . " . 
References to competition or authority: "I want 
to be on top," ushall discard many nurses v.rho 
do sloppy work. « 
Refe r ences to working in a specific nursing 
field: " in becoming an R. N. , I would like to 
be an O. R. nur se . " 
Refe r ences to making people happy or having 
friends . 
References to fulfilling expectations of others : 
11 my par ents will be proud, 11 ' 1it will please my 
fam i ly. " 
No answer 
Average Achiever 
Refe r ences to marriage~ home, family: " I would 
like to be married , " "I'll think about marriage 
and a family.'' 
Low Achiever 
Futur e tense references to becoming happy when 
success comes in gene r al nursing : ''in nursing, 
I will be ha ppy . " 
References to settin§ a new goal: «in one taskrl 
I look for another, · "I still want to do more . ' 
Refe r ences to finishing school or completing part 
of a cour se : 11 in getting capped, I ' ll be re-
lie ved, " 11 in giving my first needlefi I'll feel 
that I have accomplished something. 1 
Refe r ence s to a continuation of learning , furthe r 
education: 11 I shall continue in search of more 
knowledge, 1 " I will further my education and 
get a degree." 
Reference s to help from others: 11 it will be 
thr ough the efforts of many, 11 "I . irmnt to show 
my appreciation to those who helped." 
References to security: 11 I hope to settle down," 
"want security." 
ITEM 17. vJH.I\T BOTHERS ME MOST 
High Achiever 
Studying : " not studying enough,• 11 the large 
number of subjects we study in a short time,n 
••my aversion to study ing. u 
Refe r ences to lack of time: " is so little time 
to do things I enjoy." 
General feelings of inferiority: "my feeling of 
de pendency, '' 11 my self -consciousness. n 
Tempo r ary 
Weight 
.;. 3.26 
t 3.19 
.;. 3.19 
.f 3.19 
~ 3.19 2.12 
0 
- 8.87 
- 8. 68 
- 5. 69 
- 5.69 
- 5. 69 
- 3 . 19 
f-20 . 51 
f 8. 68 
f 5. 53 
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Home and family: nbeing away from my home town, 11 
ttabout home is that so many of the high school 
kids drink. 11 
Re ligion: "the facts about life after death." 
Specific courses or specific scholastic activi-
ties: "dissecting cats, 1 "this course in 
English.« . 
Financial . references. 
Average Achiever (no characteristic responses) 
Low Achiever 
References to failure, or fear of failure: 11 is 
to get poor results from hard work, 11 ttis having 
my grades go down,'' 11 is flunking tests." 
Criticism of actions or attitudes of others: 0 is 
people who gripe 0
11 
''is the way some people never 
finish anything. · 
Insecurity about the fLJture: "is the thought of 
the future, 11 uis t-lOrrying about being capped," 
"is if I'll be an R.N." 
Unhappiness, pain, distress in others: "is one 
person being unkind to another , " 11 is to . see pain 
and not be able to help," 11 is to see others 
unhappy." 
No answer or incomplete answer 
Factual: "untidiness , '' "body odor. " 
Noise 
World conditions 
ITEM 18. I AM HAPPY WHEN 
High Achiever 
Re ferences to being with friends: "when I'm with 
people who have the same interests as I, u ''with 
the people I like best." . 
Have succeeded , done something worthwhile, done 
well, accomplished something: 11 have something to 
show for my time ,'' 11 feel that I have not just 
wasted my time . 11 . 
References to vwrking on the wards: "working .with 
patients . " 
References to specialized nursing: 11 I 'm working 
with infants." 
References to positive health: "I'm feeling wellq 
Average Achiever 
References to being with a preferred person: "I'm 
with my boyfr iend," 11with Jim." 
Re fe rences to an activity that is enjoyed: "I'm 
dancing," "working to please myself." 
Temporary 
vi eight 
~ 5.27 
T 3.26 
~ 3.19 
T 2.83 
-17.93 
- 9.41 
- 5.69 
- 5.69 
- 4.95 
- 3.26 
- 3.19 
- 3.19 
.f 8 . 87 
.f 8. 68 
f 5.28 
~ 3.19 
r 3.19 
0 
' 110 
Tempor a ry 
~v eight 
Low Achiever 
Refe r ences to having passed tests or completed 
ass i gnments : 111 get my homework done," "I pass" 
With people , with happy people, or when .others 
a r e happy . 
Refe r ences to helping others 
Most of the time, usually 
References to being alone: 11 listening to the 
radio, 11 11 by myself in quietness . '' 
References to being busy: 11 I 1m doing something, '' 
11 don ' t have time on my hands. 11 
ITEM 19. I AM HELD BACK ~ROM DOING WHAT I \'lANT BECAUS E 
High Achiever 
References to lack of time : "I don 't have enough 
time ." 
Refe r ences to consideration of others: 11 I ha ve a 
family that needs me,u 'my obligations to others. 1 
Refe r ences to conscience : 11 of my sense of right 
and wrong , 11 11 it is not the . best thing to do . 11 
References to insufficient knowledge : 11 it takes 
t ime to learn," " my knowledge is limited." 
References to the necessity of continuing edu-
cation: ''I have to finish training first ," ''my 
education has not been completed." 
Ave r age Achiever 
References to inferiority: self-conscious , " 
11 lacl{ drive 11 11 lack ambition tt ''little initiative. 11 
' ' , 11 poor ability," 1no will-power," 'can ' t ma ke up 
my mind. • 
Refe r ences to lack of funds: '' don't have enough 
money . " 
Low Achiever 
Not held back 
Re f erences to ftar•ental domination: ''my parents 
won't let me, 1 11 I didn't do as I was told." 
References to not being good fo r write r : 11 i t is 
n ot for my own good . " 
Too young : 11 I'm not old enough. 11 
References to a physical handicap : "of a bad 
hea r t condition." 
I TEM 20 . ALL MY LIFE 
High Achiever 
-11. 8 2 
- 9 . 74 
- 8 . 87 
- 3.19 
- 3 . 19 
- 3.19 
fl0.60 
f 5. 69 
1- 2 . 12 
.;. 2 .12 
f 2.12 
0 
-12 . 23 
- 7.78 
- 3.19 
- 3.19 
- 2. 8 3 
References to having pr acticed or having enjoyed 
the humanities or the arts : "I have enjoyed r ead-
ing good books , " " I have painted pictur es . " f 8 .46 
111 
References to personal characteristics: ''I have 
been taller' than most people n 11 I have been 
talkative at the wrong time~ 0 11 I have achieved 
good grades with little effort." 
Travel references: 11 I have moved from city to 
city, 11 "I have wanted to go to Europe." 
References to pleasing others or making them 
proud: "I have v-ranted to make my parents proud, n 
11 I have w·anted to be liked. '1 
References to liking , or being interested in?t 
people: "I have enjoyed being with people. 1 
Average Achiever (no chara cteristic responses) 
Low Achiever 
References to nursing: "I have wanted to be a 
nurse u "a good nurse 11 "a nurse or teacher." , ~ 
Help others 
References to nursing plus marriage, home, or 
family 
References to genera l success: 11 I have vvanted to 
prove I could ach ieve something .worthwhile.u 
ITEM 21. \\THEN THINGS ARE AGAINST ME 
High Achiever 
Cry. 
Qualified references tobeing sad, discouraged, 
Temporary 
Weight 
f 5. 86 
f s. 53 
f 5.27 
f 3.19 
-12. 71 
-10. 20 
- 3.19 
- 3.19 
.f 8. 87 
worried : "I usually feel depressed, 11 ' 1am dis-
couraged but try to keep o·oing 11 "often feel blue 11 
"sometimes get moody. 11 o ~ ~ f 
References to attempts to overcome them: 11 I try 
a little harder, 11 "fight back." 
No answer 
Average Achiever 
Turn to God, prayer, religion, or philosophy 
Turn to parents, family or friends 
Low Achiever 
Unqualified references to being sad, discouraged, 
worried: ui am miserable, 11 "I can r t stand it, 11 
"I'm in the dumps." 
References to attempts at optimism: 11 I think of 
all the good things that have happened~" "try to 
think of something pleasant." . 
References to looking for fault within self: 11 I 
reason things out to see what I've done, 11 "I 
wonder if I'm to blame." 
Reference to avoidance: 11 I pretend they are not 
there. 11 · 
References to anger or rebe llion: "I get mad~" 
"I sulk for a while~" 11 I lose my temper. '1 
5.72 
~ 5. 72 
T 3.19 
0 
-11.57 
- 7 .78 
- 3.19 
- 2.40 
- 2 . 40 
112 
ITEM 2 2. VVI-T..A T I\_EE PS ME GOING 
High Achiever 
Temporary 
Weight 
References to dete r mination or will to succeed: 
" is my drive to graduate," "is my determination 
to be an R.N. " . f 5.69 
References to an unspecified goal: 11 is my goal~" 
'' is my desir e to rea ch the end.u f 5.69 
References to faith in self or belief in self: 
11 is knowing I'm doing the best thing for me~'' 
"is me. 11 
Coffee or food. 
Average Achiever (no characteristic responses ) 
T.ow Achiever 
References to wanting or hoping to graduate~ fin-
ish training, or be a nurse, a good nurse, an R. N.-12.35 
References t o God, r eligion, or philosophy: 11 i s 
my love for Christ," 11 is my faith in God~" "is 
praye r ." · 
Ontimistic r eferences or future reward: 11 is look-
ing forward iD tomorrow,'' "knowing that better 
things a r e to come." 
References to being inexplicable or vague: "is 
beyond me, u "is questionable, '' 11 is something 
I'd like to know. ~ 1 
Love 
ITEM 2 3. Tll\m 
High Achiever 
References to specific situations: 
time I like to knit," ''the re will 
you feel you aren't accomplishing 
"capping time is not far away." 
1
' in my spare 
be times when 
anything,u 
Non-affective references : ''youth is the time of 
life, 11 "now is the time for all good men to come 
to the aid of the party." 
References to time taken up by school: 11 a lot of 
time is spent on homework~" "I don't have enough 
free time." 
Does not wait: '' time and tide wait for no man.'' 
References to valuable: 11 Time is precious. 11 
References to time being . annoying: 11 Time sched-
ules tire me ~ " "Consciousness of time sometimes 
ruins a good evening. 11 
Average Achiever · 
Time flies. 
8 . 98 
- 5.66 
- 5 .28 
3.19 
f 8. 82 
f 5.69 
~ 5.69 5.28 
f 4. 95 
f 3 .19 
0 
113 
Low Achiever 
References to other descriptions : 11 0nly time 
wil l tell, 11 11 time fixes worries. u . 
References to the re lativity of time : "Time 
goes fast when you are having fun~ 11 "goes 
quickly when I like what I 1m doing . " 
Authoritarian statements : "Now is the time to 
study, not when it is too late . " 
ITEM 24· . IF I COULD ONLY 
High Achiever 
Descriptions of aspirations : " do procedures 
skillfully , 11 "have a date for the prom so I 
could wear my ne·N dress . 11 
.References to having more .ability : 11 be smart," 
ttget good marks without studying so hard, 11 
"remember everything I 1 m supposed to . " 
Athletic aspi r ations : 11 skate better," , ''go 
swimming . 11 . 
Go home : "go home oftener , " 11 go home for 
vacation . '' 
Average Achiever 
Self -appr aisal or self - criticism: "get over 
my self - consciousness , n "stay in better moods . " 
Lov.J' Achiever 
References to helping othe r s : "make the wor l d a 
better place, 11 "take pain from my sick fathe r . '' 
References to passing or improving grades : 11 get 
better marks, 1' "pass all my examinations, 11 uget 
my grades up . 11 
Have more time, do more things 
Be or do what I wish 
References to boy friend : "see more of Bob~ 11 
11 be loved and advised by a certain person . 1 
References to working faster : 11 do things 
quickly . " 
ITEM 25 . TO ME PEOPLE 
High Achiever 
Interestin~~ qualified : "changeable and inter -
e sting ," 1 for the most part , interesting." 
References to being hard to unde rs tand: qst range 
and funny, 11 11 complex , 11 14hard to figur e out . 11 
Wonderful , or . wonderful, . qualified: ''are wonder -
ful , tt ''are wonderful when you get to . know them . 11 
References to qualified praise : 11 are usually 
good and kind," !!are ni ce if you are nice to 
them. 11 
Temporary 
vJeight 
- 5.69 
- 5. 53 
- 3.19 
I 8 . 86 
I 5. 66 
I 5 . 27 
1- 3. 26 
0 
- 8 . 68 
- 8 . 68 
- 4. 95 
- 3 . 19 
- 3 . 19 
- 2. 91 
I 8.12 
I 5. 69 
I 3 . 19 
I 2 . 12 
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Average Achiever (no characteristic responses) 
Low Achiever 
Criticisms of people : "try to run my life, 11 
1are critical and pessimistic," uare poor 
i ndividuals . 11 
No answer 
Nice 
Re ferences to being wonderful plus : "wonderful 
and pleasant to work ·with, 11 "wonderful and the 
spice of l:l.fe. 11 
ITEM 26. \•JI-IEN I THI NK OF ~'[Y FUTURE 
High Achiever 
References to wondering: "I wonder what will hap-
oen," ui have a lot of things I'd like to know." 
A. good nurse : "I think of being a good nurse." 
References to qualified optimism: "I don't know 
what to expect but it's bound to be interesting , 11 
14 am happy and pray that everything turns out all . 
right. 11 
Reflect on t he past : 11 th ink of the past. 11 
No answer. 
Re ferences to nursing plus marriage, home o r 
family: ~I think of marriage after a few years 
of nursing, 11 HI think of nursing and raising a 
family . 11 
Average Achiever 
Re ferences to being eager~ excited0 want time to pass quickly : ''I get thrilled, u ·I c an har dly 
wait , 11 "I wish it we r e here. 11 
Temporary 
\II eight 
-11~ 57 
- 5. 53 
- 3.19 
- 3.19 
f .-, "'oc _).~ ~ 3.19 
T 2.12 
f 2.12 
References to marriage , home, or family: ui think 
of ma~c-riage," "I th:'Lnk of a home with Bill, and 
several children. 11 
Lo~<v Achiever 
References to p l easant feelings : "it p leases me," 
ui glow inside, '1 '' I· am happy , u "I feel content 
and secur e . 11 
0 
- ll. 82 
Refer'ences to concern with preparation: "I want 
to work harder, 11 ui become more ambitious, 11 "it 
reminds me I must do better . 11 . . -11.27 
References to hope : "I hope to succeed , 11 'hope 
it will be good.q - 5.69 
References to v.rorry or fear : 11 I am discouraged, u 
1
' I get ill, '' 11 I am uncertain and anxious. 11 - 5. 53 
Hope and pray. . . - 3 .26 
References to hoping it will be in nursing: "I hope 
I will be an R. N. ,"1 "I hor.e I become a nurse . 11 - 3.26 
Vague, indefinite~ hazy: 'seems far' away . u. _ 2.4-
115 
ITEM 27 . ONE 1S PARENTS 
High Ach~ever 
1 
-'- • 
References to influence: 1are a deGermlning 
factor in one 's life," Hplay an important part 
in the deve l opment of their children . u 
References to being f r iends, understanding or 
wonderful: "are considerate of our feelings," 
"are our best friends. 11 
References to be i ng helpful in time of stress : 
"A r e an enormous help when one i s low," ttare 
wonderful about helping when you are discour-
age d . 11 
References to be tng loved or being very dear to 
children : 11 are precious to their chi ldren . 11 
Factual statements: "are hereditary. " 
Average Achiever (no characteristic responses) 
Low Achiever 
References to adult dependency of child: Hare 
the closest friends in the world , 11 ''should be 
the most important thing in life,H 11 make a per -
son what he is j 11 11 mean everything to one . 11 
Unqualified references to being important or 
necessary: 11 are essent i al , " "mean a lot to a 
child . " 
Qualifie d references to being helpful: ''should 
help a student, 11 "try to help . " 
Ambivalent references : "are wonderful, but dis -
com:aging at times , ' 11 guide one but should not 
be bossy. '' 
Cr iticism: 11 do not always know what is best , 11 
11 generally fight a lot . " 
Qualified references to guide, teach or advise : 
11 should guide one in earl y life," 11 should en-
cou r age one. 11 
ITEM 28 . THE MA I N DHIVING FORCE IN MY LIFE 
High Achiever 
Re ferences to an inner force , ambition, or dete r -
mination : 11 is my will power , " 11 is myse lf, 11 11 is 
something inside me ." . 
References to motherhood, or nursing and mothe r -
hood : "is to be a successful nurse , wife and 
mother , " 11 is to get married and have a family ." 
References to happiness or love: "is my desire . 
for l ove . '' 
The future : umy future hopes,~~ "my thoughts of 
the future . 11 
Temporary 
Weight 
fll. 82 
f 5 . 69 
~ 3 . 26 2.91 
-25 .13 
- 8 . 87 
- 5. 69 
- 3.26 
f 5- 53 
f 3.26 
f 3. 19 
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Tempo r ary 
VJeight 
References to lear ning or education: 11 my thirst 
for knowledge.u 
References to family plus r·e lig i on : "my parents 
and my re ligion. n 
Average Achiever 
References to God , faith , o r religion . 
Low Achiever 
References to nu::<:'sing : 11 is to become a nurse , 11 
''be a good nurse , " 11 an R. N. 11 
References to general suc ce ss : 11want ing to make 
good." 
No ansv1er 
References to marr i age , or 'nursing plus marriage : 
'
1 is to marry , " "is my longing to be a nurse and 
wife . " 
Better myse lf. 
References to security: "is to do things right , " 
11 is to get ahead a nd be like others," 11 is to 
feel secure . " 
ITEr·1 29 . I THI NK Tl-i_AT GIRlS 
High Achiever 
Factual statements : 11 like new clothes and hair -
do ' s," 'lare like other h umans with good and bad 
points . '' 
Should be fe minine, or l adyl i ke . 
References to advice about menta l attitudes: Har e 
moJ.'e respected when they respect themselves , '1 
11 should be more interested in the nursing profes -
sion, t! ''who want to be nurses , shou l d be mature . '' 
Fun , wonderfu l 
References to education , career or goa l to be 
sought or not before marriage take s p l ace : 
u should have vocational training before mar·riage , '1 
"should not go to college be cause they just get 
married anyway . '' 
References to being friends , or companions, 
understanding 
References to bein g selfish , silly, fickle , or 
cr·uel : " are giddy and childish, 11 11 f lirtatiousu 
Factual with reference to boys: 11 grow up faster 
than boys.u 
Nice 
Average Achiever ( no characteristic responses) 
Low Achiever 
No answer 
References to being careful in action: 11 shoul d be 
careful who they go out with, " 11 should not smoke 
in pub l ic just to ~mpress boys, 11 "should choose friends careful l y . · · 
f 2. 83 
f 2. 83 
0 
-14. 72 
- 8.48 
- 6 .46 
- 3.26 
- 3.19 
- 3 .19 
~ 5. 86 
T 5.69 
f 5. 69 
f 5. 69 
f 5. 53 
f 4. 95 
f 3.26 
~ 3. 19 2. 91 
- 8 . 98 
- 5. 69 
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cat ty, gossip . 
References to being hard to understand : Nare 
complex individuals, 11 'are peculiar at times . 1 
References to other cri ticisms of girls : 11 overdo 
things, 11 ''use each other." 
References to praise for girls in comparison to 
boys : "are better than boys, 11 "more mature than 
boys at .any age . " 
I mpor tant . 
ITEM 30 . MY FAMILY 
High Achiever 
vlonderfu l 
Separated in interests or geographically 
No ansvJer 
References to pleasing or fulfilling expectations 
of family : '' looking forward to my achievements 
in school, 11 . 11 proud that I am in nursing." 
Religious references: " is devoted to God," "is 
very religious . u 
References to being impo rtant , or dear : utheir 
ha ppiness is important to me , " 11 means a lot to 
me, 1 11 is dear to me . 11 
Average Achiever (no char acteristic responses ) 
Low Achiever 
Happy : 11 is happy, H '1 is very happy one. 11 
References to dependency of adult child: "means 
the world to me , '1 11 is indispensable to me,'' "is 
the most important thinfi in my life . " . 
Ambivalent references: is close, sometimes too 
close, 11 11 is wonderful usually:~ but we have our 
differences . tt 
Refe rences to being good to writer : 1'has done 
everything to mal-ce me happy, 11 "is very good to 
me . " 
Re fe r ences to positive comparison : 11 is the best, 11 
"is unsurpassed . " 
Average . 
Refe r·ences to sharing activities : "has always 
spent Christmas a t home, 11 tlloves to do things 
together ." . 
References to helpfulness or emotional support : 
"is behind me in everything I do , 11 11 has helped 
me with many pr oblems . 11 
ITEM 31. WHEN I AM 65 
Te mporary 
vi eight 
- 5 .27 
- 5.27 
- 3.26 
- 3 . 26 
- 2 . 83 
112.35 
f 5. 69 
f 5. 53 
f 4. 95 
I 3.19 
f 2.12 
- 11.12 
- 6 . 27 
- 5. 69 
- 5. 53 
- 5.28 
- 5. 
- 3.26 
- 2.82 
Hi~h Achiever 
::e re r ences to , fij-mily or grandchildren: ''will be a 
grandmother , ' ho pe to nave many grandchildr en . 11 
118 
Useful 
References to looking forwa r d t o living longer : 
«hope to be i n good health so I can live another 
65 years.,'' 11 I 1 l l just be starting t o live ! '1 
Reference s t o retiring and doing some specific 
work : 11wo uld like to retire and do art work , 11 
"will ret i re and wr ite a novel. 11 
Dead 
References t o hope s for success , having accom-
p li she d· or done something : 11 I hope I will have 
done something for mankind, u "I hope I sha ll 
have led a f ul l a nd interest ing life," "I hope 
to have succeeded in l i fe. 11 . 
Average Achiever (no chara c teristic re sponses) 
Low chiever 
References to reflected superiority from f amily 
o r ~randchi ldren : tt i want a family to be proud 
of , ' "I hope to have a fine family raised in 
high standa r ds." 
Re ferences to collecting a pension : " I hope to 
collect socia l security,• "I will be . on old age . " 
Re ferences to gene ra l activity: "I want to r e -
tire but g ive help when necessary , " ~ do thing s 
that I do as a pastime now. tl 
Alive 
Good hea lth 
ITEM 32. I GET TIRED 
Hi g h Achiever 
Qualified references to studying or reading : 
"when I stay up t en long to study, " 11when I study 
the same subject too long,u 11when . I read fo r a 
long t i me . tt 
Complaints about ro utine, monotony: 11 doing the 
same th ings over and over again,u "of daily 
r outine . " 
S i ttin g . 
References to listening to specific things: 
"listening t o people who bore me " 11 to things 
t t II If ' l ha are beyond me , · · to monotonous lectures. • 
Classes : "of eight hour s of classes, u "of a 
merry- go - r ound of classes . " . 
References to getting tired seldom, '1but not 
easi l y ." 
Sitt ing in class. 
Average Achieve r 
References t o idlenes s or boredom. 
Temporar·y 
Weight 
t 3 . 26 
f 3 .19 
-1- 3 . 19 
f 3.19 
f 2. 82 
-10. 60 
- 5.27 
- 3.19 
- 3 .19 
- 2.12 
112.23 
~ 8 . 87 5.69 
f 5-53 
f 3.19 
; 3.19 2.91 
0 
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Temporary 
Weight 
Lovf Achiever 
Gene r al references to menta l activity: "when I 
read, 11 "studying, 11 " think . 11 
Easily . or often . 
Re fe r ences to forced activity: '1when I have to 
do something I don 1 t want to do, " 11 of having so 
many things to do . 11 
Ref erences to physical reasons : ''from running , 11 
"when I' m on my feet for a long time , 11 "when I~ m 
hungry.'' 
References to actions or attitudes of others: '1of 
people who complain, " "of be ine; told vJha t to do . 11 
Re ferences to depression : "when I 1m depressed, u 
1
';,,Then I 1m unhappy , 11 "discouraged. n 
ITEM 33 . IT IS IMPOSSIBLE 
High .A chiever 
References t o obvious facts : 11 draw a square 
circle,'' "cure everyone who is sick .'t 
References to the impossibility of being perfect : 
'to do everything right all the time , 11 11 to a lways 
be right ." 
References to having enough time : '1to do every -
thing in the short time we have " uto do a ll 
that should be done in one da.y . 0 
Lea r n, know or remember everything 
Nothing is impossible, or very few things 
.Average Achiever ( no characte r istic responses) 
Low Achiever 
~eferences to achieving the i mpossib le: "to do 
the i mpossible , 11 uto have everything. 11 
References to passing , or getting good grades: 
11 to pass all my tests , 11 11 to get an A in sciences . 11 
References to self-appra isal, or personal charac -
teristics : nfor me to be serious, 11 ' 1for me to 
show appreciation, " tfor me to dress . sloppily . 11 
References to refusing help: uto say no when 
someone needs help." 
ITEM 34 . PA IN 
High Achiever 
References to not knowing , or not understanding 
abo ut pain: 11 I have never had any real painfi" 
"I do not really understand much about pain . 1 
References to the rea listic or inevita ble 
aspects of pain : ui associate pain with sick-
.ness," "pain hurt s . 11 
- 11.82 
- 11.42 
- 8 . 87 
- 5. 53 
- 4- . 95 
- 3.19 
110.95 
I 8 .43 
I 8 . 41 
f 7 . 95 I 2. 91 
- 5. 53 
- 5. 
- 3.19 
- 3.19 
-f 8 . 12 
-1- 3 . 19 
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References to judgments that pain should be en-
dur ed: 11 is something to be bor ne with a grin·. " 
Average Achiever (no characteristic responses ) 
Low Achiever 
Re ferences to umy pain": 11 I have , a pain in my 
leg~" "I can stand very little pa in because 
I've seldom experienced it. 11 
Reference s to other people 1s pain: 11\'le gave him 
codeine to relieve his pain~" 11 when my mother 
had a n operation , the pain was tremendous. 11 
References to a relationship be tween pain and 
menta l attitude : "A pe r son in pain doesn't act 
as he normally would~ '1 ' 1 some people think pain 
is i maginary." 
ITEM 35. I AM DEPE:NDENT UPON 
High Achiever 
lieferences to many people : 11 no one, yet everyone~ 
" many people for many things." 
References to parentsd or parents and others for 
financi a l support: my family for support and 
encouragement , " "my parents to a great extent." 
No answer . 
1 verage Achiever (no characteristic responses) 
Low Achiever 
References to self and others: Hmyself , family 
a nd friends 11 11 mv own resources .more than my 
' u parents. 11 .. 
Nobody, or no one. 
References to being dependent upon someone too 
much : ''my family and must f? row out of it," 11 my 
mother and father too much . 
References to school, instructors or education : 
"this school of nursing , " "my teache r s fo r my 
educa tion.'' 
t!J:yself 
ITEM 36 . IF I FAIL 
High Achiever 
References to a specific al terna ti ve: 11 I will 
join the air - force, u "I VJ ill wo r k in an office. tt 
References to factual acceptance : "I've chosen 
the wrong profess ion~ n 11 I fail. It 
Will not f a il. 
Refe r ences to i ndecision: 11 don 1t know what I'd 
dO . II 
Heferences to feeling shame: "would be ashamed . 
No answer 
emporary 
Wei ht 
f 3.19 
- 8 . 87 
- 3.19 
- 2. 12 
f 8 . 68 
f 2.12 
f 2.12 
- s . 69 
- 3.26 
- 3.19 
- 2. 8 2 
- 2.40 
f 8 .12 
~ -7.78 
T 3.19 
f 3.19 
I
f 3.19 
3.19 
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Temporary 
lie i gh t 
Re f erences to feeling personal disappointment but 
will dd something about it : ~I will be discour -
a ged but will try again , 1 11 I . would feel ter-
r ible , but I would try to do something else .'' 
Ave rage Achiever 
Ge neral r eferences to personal disappointment : 
" I ' d be heart -broken," "I won ' t knov-r where to 
t ur n . " 
Low Achiever 
Refe r ences to being a disappointment to others : 
1I would be a disgrace to my family , " "I could 
not show my face in :front of my friends . t! 
vJill try again , keep on trying , start over. 
References to personal disappointment in relation-
s hip to nursing or nursing school : "nursing , I 
will be unhappy," "my fina l exams , I will fee l 
awful , ' 11 to get capped , I 1ll fee l terrible . " 
Re ferences to disappointing God: "I will have 
failed my Savior , " 1 He will be grieved.'' 
Qualified references to not failing : "(wh i ch I 
won ' t) , I 1 11 probably try again at another 
hos pital. H 
ITEM 37 . I \-J'OULD LIKE TO BE 
High Achiever 
A nurse and mother 
A good nurse 
Registered , professional or graduate nurse. 
Refe r ences to personal characteristics : tta little 
more confident," "understandable and easy to get 
a long with, 11 11 a .better person . 11 
References to physica l qualities: "a little 
taller . 11 
Average Achiever ( no characteristic responses ) 
Low Achiever 
A nurse 
No answer 
Refe rences to being bright , a good student . 
Ma rried 
Refe rences to being in another place : "outdoors , '' 
' on the wards instead of here " '1in a warmer 
' climate . 11 , 
References to pleasing others , or being l i ke 
another person : '1l ike my mother , 11 ''wel l-liked, t 
11 admired by others. H 
References to beina a married nurse : "a good 
nurse and wife , " ia registered nurse and a good 
wife 11 Rererenqes to material possessions : "the owner of 
a Jaguar. 11 
I 2 . 91 
0 
-17 . 16 
- 15.16 
- 5 . 28 
- 3 . 26 
- 3 . 19 
/14 . 95 
I 9 . 41 
I 5 . 53 
I 5.27 
f 2 . 83 
- 12 . 17 
- 12.15 
- 5 . 53 
- 3 . 26 
- 3 . 26 
- 3.19 
- 2. 83 
- 2.83 
122 
ITEJ.Vl 38. I DREAM OF THE TINE 
High Achiever 
No answer 
References to travel: 11 go back to Canada for a 
visit . 1 
References to repaying those who have helped : 
11 when I am earning my own money a nd can repay 
my parents ~" "when I will be able to help my 
parents , and my aunt and uncle, who have helped 
me so much . 11 
References to economic self-support : "earning 
my own pay , " "be able to support myse lf." 
References t o comp l a ints a bout nursing school: 
11when I can work in the hospital v.ri thout some 
supervisor yelling at me , " "when I won 1 t have 
nursing school regul ations . '1 
References to descriptions of a profess i onal 
nurse : tt.~vhen I'll wear white uniforms, 11 11whe n 
I ' 11 have a black band on my cap . '' 
Ret i re 
References to re lig ious a chievements: "when I 
can go into the mission fold . 11 
References t o competency in nursing: "I can 
really give complete nursing care , " "when I am 
a good nurse. 11 
Average Achiever ( no character i stic r esponses ) 
Lovv Achiever 
References to being an R. N., or professional 
nurse : «when I will graduate and become an 
R.N. , '1 11 when I will be a registere d profes-
sional nurse . 11 
References to capping : "when I'll be capped, " 
"vlhen I can vvear that little white cap . 11 
References to the past : 11when our house . burned, 1 
''when my grandmother used to sing to me ." 
Peferences to R. N. or graduation , plus marr i age : 
11 when I 1tvil l graduate and get married~ n 11 v.J'hen 
I 1 ll have an R. N. after my name and a Mrs . be -
fore . " 
References to life after death : 1when my Lord 
will call me home , " "when I'll be in heaven. 11 
References to re lease . from study : 11when I have 
no homework . u 
References to furt her study: "when I have my 
R. N. and B. S • " 
References to world betterment : "when war wi ll 
be over fore ver . " 
Temporary 
Height 
.;. 5. 53 
f 3,.26 
1
1 
3.19 
3 . 19 
f 3.19 
f 2. 91 
-12 .23 
- s . 66 
- 5. 53 
- 5 . 27 
- 3. 26 
- 3 . 26 
- 3 .19 
- 2 . 91 
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-ITEl\1 39 . I TRY 
High Achiever . . References to gett1ng good marks , or do1ng well 
in school: 11 to do a good job in both theory and 
practice, 11 11 to keep my marks right up on top." 
Understand people 
References to developing , or avoidingfi s pe cific 
characteristics : 11 to be reasonable, "not to be 
ungrateful. 11 
Re fe r ences to fulfilling the exuectations of 
others, or doing things the right way: tl to 
follow dir ections g iven by my superioi's, 11 "to 
do things the r i ght v.ray and be a credit to my 
school ~' 
References to doing or not doing s omething spe -
cific: "read a newspaper every day, 11 11 get 
eight hours of sleep each night . " 
References to general a ctivities tha t are 
en joyed: 11 at the things I like, " Hto do what 
I enjoy doing . u . 
References to relationships with others in the 
cate aor ies of 1fair," 11 agreeable, 11 "honest , 11 
and il understanding 11 : "to be pleasant at all 
t imes, ' 11 to get along with everyone . 11 
Average Achiever 
Do my best . 
Low "ll.chiever 
References to helping others : 11 to be a help t o 
my mother, •~ 11 make things easier for people I 
love. 11 
References to being friendly, or liking peop le1 
1to be friends with everyone , 11 11 t o like every-
body . 11 
Please others : Hto please patients, 11 11 to please 
people . 11 
References to difficulties with studying 
Refe rences to acting in a certain way: 'to act 
very carefree," \I to be a social butterfly . 11 
Temporary 
Weight 
f
l 8 .12 
5. 69 
f 5 . 27 
.;. 3.26 
.;. 3 . 19 
1- 2 .12 
0 
- 5 - 53 
- 5.53 
- 3.19 
- 3. 19 
- 3.19 
- 2 . 9 1 
Re fe rences to trying par t of the time: ''to do 
my best while on the wards,u 11 but not to my 
fulle s t extent , because I love to knit and 
sometimes let my stDdies go . 11 
References to ge neral improvement : "to do bette r 
- 2. 83 each day . 11 
ITEM 40. \IJHEN I WAS A CHILD 
High Achiever· 
References to childhood games and a ctivities : 
Q) 
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No. Code Av . Score 
91. 13A 82 I . 3 
92 . 21A 82 t1.1 
93 . 27A 82 tl. 6 
94 . 37A 82 .;. . 3 
95 . 53A 82 /1.3 
96 . 66D 82 -3.1 
97. 73D S2 - . 5 
98 . 16SE 82 tl.9 
99 . 197E 82 /3.5 
100 . 211E 82. I . 3 
101. 215E S2 .;. . 6 
102 . 278C S2 I . 2 
103. 290C 82 .;. . 5 
101~ . 311B 82 /2. 
105. 328B 82 /1. 
106 . 2A 81 11. 3 
107. 16A 81 - . 9 
108 . 43A 81 I . 5 
109. 75D 81 - .1 
110. 85D 81 -4.4 
111. 110F 81 - . 6 
112. 130F 81 - . 4 
113. 141G 81 -1. 3 
114 . 144G 81 - • 04 
115. 174E 81 .;. . 8 
116. 243E 81 - . 4 
117. 288c S1 /2. 
118 . 307B S1 I . 1 
119 . 310B 81 I .2 
120 . 330B S1 -3.2 
121. 32A so I . 09 
122. SOD 80 -3.5 
123 . J.L~OG 80 -1.2 
121~ . 146G 80 -4. 
125. 170E 80 'J 7 -..). 
No . Code 
126 . 231E 
127 . 271C 
128 . 274C 
129 . 331B 
130. 4A 
131. 33A 
132. 293C 
133. 317B 
13~·. 34~-B 
135 . 190E 
136 . 258C 
137 . 313B 
138 . 2S1C 
139. 318B 
140 . 122F 
141 . 6A 
142. 17A 
143 . 48A 
14~-. 103F 
145. 125F 
146 . 139G 
147. 172E 
148. 203E 
149. 207E 
150. 244E 
151. 336B 
Av . 
80 
80 
80 
80 
79 
79 
79 
79 
79 
78 
7S 
78 
77 
76 
75 
'If] 
w 
\'J 
1t1 
\AT 
VJ 
Vi 
1tJ 
vi 
w 
vJ 
Score 
---
I . 6 
I .4 
- . 9 
/2. 8 
-3.8 
-2. 8 
-3. 
13 . 5 
- .4 
-3.5 
-2. 3 
-1.4 
-3. 
-1. 
-4. 9 
-5.2 
-5.2 
-3 . 5 
-3. 6 
-5.1 
- l. 5 
-5.1 
-5.2 
-4. l+ 
-3.6 
-4.9 
f-J 
1\) 
~J 
Cross -Val idating Group Scores and 
First Semeste r Averages 
No. Code Av. Score No . Code Av . Scor e No . Code Av . Score 
l. 39A g3 /2 . 5 31. 232E 87 I . 7 61. 173E 8 ~- fl . Lf 
2. 27gc g3 /2. 6 32 . lA 86 I . 6 62. 180E 8~- 11.5 
3. 204E g2 l 3. g 33 . 61D 86 ILl 63 . 188E 84 - .6 
4. 236E g2 12 . 7 34 . 6o]) 86 I . 6 64 . l g8E 8l.f -1.1+ 
s . 257C g2 12 . 6 . 35. 86D 86 12 . 9 6s . 201E 84 fl. 
6. 3~7B g2 14 . 7 36. 134G 86 - . 3 66 . 218E 84 - . 5 7. 7D gl 12 . 6 37. 1500 86 I . s 67 . 22gE 84 I .9 
8. 131F gl 13. 38. 187E 86 I . 8 68 . 23gE 84 11. 
9. 24-6E gl - . 7 3g. 222E 86 11.4 6g . 25gc 84 12 . 
10. 285C gl fl. 40 . 233E 86 I . )_~ 70 . 272C 84 I . 1 
11. 72D go 12. 4 ~- 1. 26oc 86 12 . 9 71. 2g2c 84 12 . 2 
12. 182E go 11. 5 42 . 308B 86 12.4 72 . 326B 84 11. 7 
13. 275C 90 11. 4 43. 341B 86 13 . 2 73 . 20A 83 - . 8 
14 . 335B go 12. 3 44. 24A 85 fl. 74. 2gA 83 -2.1 
15. 14A Sg 11.2 45 . 35A 85 f . 7 75 . 46A 83 ;'l . J 
16 . l1 5F 8g IL 46. 42A 85 -1. 6 76 . 81D 83 - . 4 
17. 208E Sg 12. 6 47 . 74D 85 ;'1. 8 77 . 82D 83 f . g 
18. 261c 8g 12 . 48. ll7F 85 - . 1 78 . 123F 83 ILg l g. 287C Sg 13.1 4g. 132F 85 fl. Tg . l 56G 83 - . 3 
20 . 50A 88 12. 7 so . 132G 85 ;'1.5 so . 167E 83 I . s 21. 107F 88 11. 51. 162E 85 -2.2 81. l75E 83 I . s 22. 163E 88 I . 2 52 . 183E 85 -3. 4 82. 217E 83 -2. 2 
23 . 264c 88 13 . 5 53 . 210E 85 -l. g 83 . 230E 83 ;'1.1 
24 . 62D 87 I . 8 54. 228E 85 f . 3 84 . 240E 83 -L~ • 3 
25 . 131G 87 - . 3 55 . 253C 85 ;'2 . 1 85 . 273C 83 11.3 26. 161E 87 ILl s6 . 268c 85 -1.5 86 . 31gB 83 f . 2 
27. 177E 87 - . 9 57 . 339B 85 f l. 87. 322B 83 11.5 20 . 199E 87 f .2 58 . 70D 84 -2. Lf 88 . 329B 83 11. 6 
29. 20gE 87 I . 3 59 . ll9F Sl.r ;'1. 6 89. 342B 83 ;'1.2 30 . 226E 87 ILl 6o . 138G 84 f . 6 90 . 12A 82 I . 8 
1--' 
.I\) 
co 
No. Code Av . Score 
91. 18A 82 /1.4 
92 . 23A 82 - . 5 
93 . 28A 82 I . 3 
94 . 47A 82 f . 8 
95 . 51A 82 -1.2 
96. 87D 82 - l. 5 
97 - 136G 82 f . 5 
98 . 179E 82 -2. 
99 . 193E 82 -1.3 
100. 213E 82 -1.4 
101. 219E 82 f . 01 
102. 283C 82 -3. 
103 . 304B 82 I . 8 
104. 316B 82 /1. 9 
105. lOA 81 I .8 
106 . 36A 81 - . 4 
107 . 49A 81 f . 3 
108 . 76D 81 - . 5 
109. 78D 81 -1. 
110. 105F 81 -1.6 
111. 113F 81 - . 1 
112. 142G 81 I .4 
113. 154G 81 I . 3 
lll~ . 166E 81 /1.7 
115. 184E 81 -2.1 
116 . 276C 81 -1. 
117. 306B 81 f . 07 
118 . 315B 81 I . 1 
119. 325B 81 - . 4 
120. 340B 81 /1 . 8 
121. 8A 80 f . 05 
122 . 118F 80 
-3.9 
123 . 147G 80 /1.4 
124. 196E 80 -1. 3 
125 . 238E 80 /1. 8 
No. Code 
126 . 2l~9E 
127 . 270C 
128. 280C 
129. 333B 
130. 7A 
131. 171E 
132. 256c 
133 . 327B 
134. 5A 
135 . 289C 
136 . 309B 
137. 312B 
138. 109F 
139 . 334B 
140 . 3A 
141. 41A 
142 . 44A 
ll~ 3. 84D 
144 . 129F 
14-5. 1!~3G 
146. 155G 
147 . 205E 
148 . 214E 
149. 234E 
150 . 245E 
151. 286c 
Av. 
80 
80 
80 
80 
79 
79 
79 
79 
78 
78 
78 
78 
7r( 
75 
vl 
w 
w 
w 
H 
w 
\·J 
w 
vJ 
w 
w 
w 
Score 
f . 2 
f . 5 
11.8 
11. 7 
/1. 6 
-1.8 
-2.8 
f . 6 
/1. 
- . 5 
-2. 3 
-1. 8 
-1. 6 
-l. 2 
- 4. 8 
-2. 
-3. 
-1.8 
-2. 1 
- . 2 
-2.1 
- . 3 
-2. 3 f .l 
- . 6 
- . 6 
1-' 
rv 
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